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COMMITMENT TO QUALITY
Here at Maver we are justifiably proud of our product range. We offer top quality products at 
sensible prices and continuously strive to remain at the forefront of modern technology. Of course, 
we would not be able to achieve such an impressive range of innovative, high quality products 
without the serious input of top match anglers like Denis White, Andy Kinder, Paul Boothby and 
Steve Mayo. Add to this the power of Scottish International Jamie Masson and the team of angling 
brilliance is completed.  Local talent is also recognised by Maver and now includes Carl Jones and 
Craig O’Brien within our team of consultants.
 
Paul Boothby, Andy Kinder and Steve Mayo are recognised for their all round expertise and 
contribute towards product design, they also represent us out in the field.

The input of the Maver Barnsley match team is also vital to us.  20 Anglers who really do tell it like 
it is.  If it’s not right, they make their opinions clear at our product development meetings.  With 
such a powerful team of consultants working alongside us, you can rest assured that quality is 
supplied as standard with every Maver product.

A full time angler and qualified 
PAA coach, Jamie brings with him 
a wealth of angling experience. 
He is the two times winner of the 
coveted title ‘UK Champion’ and he 
is widely recognised for his talent on 
commercial fisheries.  His expertise 
has assisted us in developing a 
number of accessories, including the 

‘Match This’ Commercial Carp accessories and Black Ice Carp 
pole floats. His input into rods and poles is essential. His talent 
has already been recognised by the Barnsley Blacks, and now 
at full international level by Scotland.

Jamie Masson

Andy has worked as a Sales 
Representative for Maver for a number 
of years and fishes at the top level every 
week with Maver Barnsley Blacks. His 
constant contact with retailers and top 
anglers enables him to spot tackle trends 
as they develop, which, in turn, enables 
Maver to react quickly to customer 
demands. 

Denis has a wealth of angling 
knowledge and experience, which 
is essential when designing tackle 
like rods and poles. If the action of 
a rod prototype needs changing 
it is invariably Denis who gets 
the change right, first time. A 
former England international who 
has represented his country on 

numerous occasions, it’s impossible to find any angler with 
more knowledge of the sport.

Experience, quality, knowledge and massive ability sums 
up the Barnsley Blacks squad.  Not only are they the most 
successful team in the UK, they also play a very active role 
in product development and don’t hold back when it comes 
to criticism.  If a prototype isn’t correct, Maver are the first to 
know!

Craig knows how to catch big carp 
having spent many years sat under 
a bivvy waiting for his bite alarms 
to go off. However, he has since 
swapped his pod and buzzers for a 
life on the carp match scene. He’s 
become a master at fishing the 
Method feeder and is now ranked as 
one of the best in the country when 
using this technique. 

One of the finest anglers in the South 
West, Steve has an enviable record on 
commercial waters up and down the 
country. He fishes for the talent packed 
Dorking team and is the former winner of 
the Angling Times Pairs at Larford Lakes. 
Steve’s in-depth knowledge of the sport 
makes him a great asset when it comes 
to input for new products. 

Staffordshire based Paul Boothby is a 
well respected match angler who brings 
bags of ability and experience to the 
Consultant Team. Former Kamasan 
Matchman of the Year winner, Paul 
gained his enviable reputation on 
canals but in recent years has turned 
to stillwaters and rivers to broaden his 
knowledge. A true all-round angler who is 
hard to beat on any venue. 

Carl has taken paste/pole fishing 
to another level. It’s his favourite 
method and one that has seen him 
win countless matches on the West 
Midlands commercial circuit. Carl is 
also a past winner of the prestigious 
Maver Larford Lakes Summer 
Festival.

Denis White

Andy Kinder Paul Boothby Steve Mayo

Carl Jones Craig O’Brien

Maver Barnsley Blacks

Maver Veals bring knowledge of a wide range of angling  
disciplines to the product development team. With many ‘time 
served’ anglers in their ranks, contributions are innovative and 
practical.

Maver Veals

CONSULTANTS
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Maver’s Competition and Elite 
series of poles have proved to 
be one of the industries success 
stories of 2007.

The introduction of Nanolith 
technology combined with 
fantastic kit packages, has 
provided anglers of all levels and 
abilities with poles that perform 
brilliantly on canals, rivers and 
commercials.

The Competition series for 2008 
has been further enhanced with 
the introduction of two new long 
poles and an extremely impressive 
margin pole. All three poles 
benefit from the top technology 
associated with Maver/Reglass 
production, including Sun Core 
(AFS) finish, Magic Steps, Fusion, 
Teflon Joints, Clean Caps and in 
the case of the two long poles 
interchangeable kits. All three 
poles need to be handled to 
appreciate just how outstanding 
they really are.

The stunning Elite Plus Series now 
benefits from seriously enhanced 
kit packages, plus improved 
rigidity and strength.

The addition of an affordable 7m 
Abyss pole, a top quality whip 
set and a range of new optional 
sections and kits, makes the 2008 
range of Maver poles the best we 
have ever produced!

A carbon and resin treatment providing an 
anti-friction finish that enables the pole to be 
shipped with incredible ease during wet or dry 
conditions. This revolutionary surface not only 
adds strength, but also protects the overall 
fishing action during hot and cold temperatures.

SUN CORE

Fusion is two high modulus carbons fused 
together as one whilst wrapped on the 
mandrel. The end result being ultra rigid top 
kits with no tip bounce, allowing the angler to 

hit lightening fast bites with ease.  

FUSION

Present in the match top 2 and 
power number 1 sections. This 

new technology is an industry first providing the angler with 
a silky smooth elastic system. A series of teflon coated inner 
steps prevents the elastic from making contact with the inner 
wall of the pole sections, substantially reducing elastic stick, 
allowing the elastic to gather quickly after that bonus fish has 
been landed.

MAGIC STEPS

A fine wrap of pure teflon bonded directly 
onto the male joints, substantially reducing 
carbon to carbon wear. A simple twist locks 
the sections in place, untwist the opposite 
way quickly unlocks the sections.

TEFLON JOINTS

The innovative linear joint system provides 
a distinct advantage over our competition. 
The long Teflon coated joints are tapered 
so when engaged prevent the female edge 
from chipping. The distinct shoulder of the 

male joint makes for easy shipping with virtually no joint edge 
present when fishing at speed.

LINEAR JOINTS

A special resin finish that enables the pole to 
be shipped incredibly smoothly and quickly. 
It’s applied from sections 5 to the 13m butt 
section on many of our poles.

ANTI-FRICTION SURFACE (AFS)

Substantially reduces joint wear by continually 
cleaning the inner female joint. Also prevents 
accidental damage to the ends of joints. 

CLEAN CAP SYSTEM

This silky smooth finish enables the pole to 
be shipped in and out quickly and smoothly.

DIAMOND GROUND FINISH

SUN

CORE
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ELITE PLUS 57 

An incredible pole in terms of innovation and performance. 
This fantastic new pole boasts all of the outstanding features, 
matching the innovation of the top of the range Elite 57.

At 11.5m the 47 weighs just 650 grms and at 13m an 
unbelievable 899 grms. Reinforced with the combination of 
Super Lithium and the revolutionary Nanolith, the Elite 47 
is incredibly stiff in its action and beautifully balanced at all 
lengths. 

Manufactured from high modulus carbon the 47 can only 
be bettered by the flagship 57. In simple terms this pole is 
truly outstanding. Its rapidity of action is superb and will cope 
with all commercial carp angling as well as speed fishing with 
lighter rigs and elastics.

Get ready to be impressed - very impressed!

Additional features:
• Put over joints • Telescopic top 2 match kit  
• Rated to 10 elastics with match kits  
• Rated to 12/20 Dual Core with power kits
• Linear Joints

NEW ELITE PLUS 47  16m

POLE PACKAGE
ELITE 47 - 16m
4 x Power Kits, 2 x Match Top 4 Kits,
2 x Match Top 3 Kits, Short No.4 Section,
Cupping Kit & Cups, Deluxe Pole Bag,  
Clean Caps & DVD. Retail Price £3999.99
OFFER PRICE

Code Model RRP

B5285 Elite 47 16m £3999.99

B5286 14.5m Extension £210.00

B5287 16.0m Extension £225.00

B5288 Power Top 2 Kit £69.99

B5289 Match Top 3 Kit £120.00

B5290 Match Top 4 Kit £225.00

B5303 1/2 Extension £69.99

B5181 Super Long Number 1 £34.99

B5324 Short No.4 Section £69.99

ELITE PLUS 47 
The flagship model for the 2008 season and the pole all 
our competitors will be chasing and certain to be viewed by 
many as the most technically advanced pole ever produced. 
Outstanding in every aspect, boasting superior rapidity of 
action. At 11.5m the 57 weighs just 595 grms and at 13m 
weighing a featherweight 848 grms.

A pole that will comfortably handle 12/20 Dual Core elastics 
with power kits fitted. Fish with match kits and the pole is the 
very best silver fish pole produced. The 9 section mandrel 
technology provides the angler with a substantially stiff action 
pole with the hidden strength of the Nanolith impregnated 
fibres and further reinforced by Super Lithium. The Linear 
Joints combined with Sun Core make shipping incredibly 
smooth in all conditions.

Fishing on commercials, lakes, canals and rivers make this 
state of the art model the perfect all-rounder. Experience the 
feeling of the worlds most technically advanced production.

Additional features:
• Put over joints • Linear Joints • Telescopic top 2 match kit  
• Rated to 10 elastics with match kits  
• Rated to 12/20 Dual Core with power kits

NEW ELITE PLUS 57  16m

POLE PACKAGE
ELITE 57 - 16m
4 x Power Kits, 2 x Match Top 4 Kits,
2 x Match Top 3 Kits, Short No.4 Section,
Cupping Kit & Cups, Deluxe Pole Bag,  
Clean Caps & DVD. Retail Price £4999.99
OFFER PRICE
                 

Code Model RRP

B5305 Elite Plus 57 16m £4999.99

B5306 14.5 Extension £225.00

B5307 16.0m Extension £250.00

B5308 Power Top 2 Kit £69.99

B5309 Match Top 3 Kit £125.00

B5310 Match Top 4 Kit £250.00

B5323 1/2 Extension £69.99

B5181 Super Long Number 1 £34.99

B5324 Short No.4 Section £69.99

The revolutionary Nanolith material was added to our range of poles last year, and the 
results were clear for all to see, a range of poles far superior to anything else available. 
Nanolith is a special resin with Nanometric particles. The microscopic particles provide 

greater resistance and above all damping properties. The angler benefits from an improved 
rapidity of action, resulting in a range of poles that are lighter, stiffer and vibration free. 

With this innovative technology, Maver remains at the very forefront of the industry.
Introducing the awesome new Elite Plus pole range featuring the very latest in pole 
technology. Both the new Elite 57 and 47 models are longer than their stated lengths 
allowing the angler to cut back match tips for lighter elastics, yet still maintaining the 
full 16 metres. Hosting no less than 7 technical innovations including Sun Core, Fusion, 
Magic Steps, Linear Joints, Teflon Joints, Clean Caps and Nanolith impregnated fibres. 
Super Lithium, the world’s lightest metal, is also present in our flagship production, when 
combined with the Nanostructured fibres it substantially enhances the overall balance and 
rigidity, and further reduces the overall weight of the poles.

£2999.00

£2400.00
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COMPETITION 401

COMPETITION 371

“As they say ‘you get 
what you pay for’ 

and the 371 is pure 
undiluted quality 

and is a joy to fish 
with”  

Mark Sawyer - Angling Times

POLE PACKAGE
COMPETITION 371 - 16.0m
4 x Power Kits, 2 Match Top 3 Kits, 2 Match 
Top 4 Kits, Cupping Kit & Cups, Mini Extension, 
Pole Bag, Clean Caps & DVD.  
Retail Price £1999.00
OFFER PRICE £1499.00

Code Model RRP

B5085 Competition 371 16.0m £1999.00

B5086 14.5m Extension £210.00

B5087 16.0m Extension £215.00

B5088 Power Top 2 Kit £55.00

B5089 Match Top 3 Kit £100.00

B5090 Match Top 4 Kit £155.00

B5180 Long No. 1 Section £34.99

B5185 Short No. 4 Section £59.99

B5188 Short Power Kit £55.00

B5020 Half Extension £69.99

What can we say about this pole? Incredible in every single 
aspect. At 13m the action is truly outstanding, and at 14.5m 
and 16m the pole maintains its superb overall rigidity and 
balance. Weighing in at an unbelievable 591 grms at 11.5m and 
a breathtaking 830 grms at 13m. 

Featuring Magic Steps, Sun Core (AFS) Finish, Fusion, Teflon 
Joints, Clean Caps and Nanolith technology.

Last year’s flagship of the Competition range comes supplied 
with an amazing kit package of 10 kits including the top 3 
housed inside the pole.

A tried and tested pole that has already sold in huge quantities.

Additional features:
• Put over joints • Telescopic top 2 match kit  
• Rated to 10 elastics with match kits  
• Rated to 12/20 Dual Core with power kits

COMPETITION 371  16.0m

POLE PACKAGE
COMPETITION 401 - 16.0m
4 x Power Kits, 2 Match Top 3 Kits, 2 Match 
Top 4 Kits, Cupping Kit & Cups, Mini Extension, 
Pole Bag, Clean Caps & DVD.  
Retail Price £2400.00
OFFER PRICE £1799.00

Code Model RRP

B5265 Competition 401 16.0m £2400.00

B5266 14.5m Extension £225.00

B5267 16.0m Extension £240.00

B5268 Power Top 2 Kit £59.99

B5269 Match Top 3 Kit £110.00

B5270 Match Top 4 Kit £165.00

B5180 Long No. 1 Section £34.99

B5185 Short No. 4 Section £59.99

B5188 Short Power Kit £55.00

B5020 Half Extension £69.99

The new flagship Competition model for 2008. Without 
question the best sub £2000 pole we’ve ever produced. 
Featuring Magic Steps, Sun Core (AFS) Finish, Fusion, Teflon 
Joints, Clean Caps and Nanolith technology.

Weighing a featherweight 593 grms at 11.5m and only 840 
grms at 13m. The rigidity and balance is truly superb at all 
lengths, with the strength to make the pole suitable for all 
situations. 

Supplied with a comprehensive kit package as standard, 
comprising of no less than 10 kits including the top 3 housed 
inside the pole. 

The new 401 is an incredible pole in terms of innovation, price, 
performance and package. Looks certain to sell in massive 
numbers throughout 2008.

Additional features:
• Put over joints • Telescopic top 2 match kit  
• Rated to 10 elastics with match kits  
• Rated to 12/20 Dual Core with power kits

NEW COMPETITION 401  16.0m

“The 401 is a strong pole, but 
it also has the right type of 
balance and rigidity to make 
it a real multi-tasking tool....
deservedly the flagship pole of 
Maver’s Competition range” 
                     Mark Sawyer - Angling Times
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COMPETITION 301

COMPETITION 271

“I found every carp 
landed was beaten 
with an ease that only 
comes through using 
a quality piece of kit 
- it really was that 
impressive” Mark Sawyer - Angling Times

POLE PACKAGE
COMPETITION 271 - 16.0m
2 x Power Kits, 1 Match Top 3 Kit, 1 Match 
Top 4 Kit, Cupping Kit & Cups, Mini Extension, 
Pole Bag, Clean Caps & DVD.  
Retail Price £1199.00
OFFER PRICE £899.00

Code Model RRP

B5045 Competition 271 16.0m £1132.00

B5046 14.5m Extension £120.00

B5047 16.0m Extension £125.00

B5048 Power Top 2 Kit £55.00

B5049 Match Top 3 Kit £75.00

B5050 Match Top 4 Kit £120.00

B5180 Long No. 1 Section £34.99

B5185 Short No. 4 Section £59.99

B5188 Short Power Kit £55.00

B5020 Half Extension £69.99

At its price tag, the 271 is as good as it gets. Superb rigidity, 
this lightweight 9 section all-rounder is supplied with a total 
of 6 kits including the top 3 inside the pole. Featuring Magic 
Steps, Sun Core (AFS) Finish, Fusion, Teflon Joints, Clean 
Caps and Nanolith technology.

At 11.5m weighing just 633 grms and at 13m a featherweight 
859 grms. The 271 is ultra stiff and strong walled making it a 
true carp competition, lake, canal and river pole.

At its price point, we believe this model should be compared 
favourably with our competitors models retailing at twice its 
price point. A very impressive pole and package.

Additional features:
• Put over joints • Telescopic top 2 match kit  
• Rated to 10 elastics with match kits  
• Rated to 12/20 Dual Core with power kits

COMPETITION 271  16.0m

“The 301 is a stunner in 
virtually all respects and 

is the ONLY pole I can 
remember fishing with 
for long periods at full 

length. One of the best 
Maver poles I’ve fished 

with - at any price”  
Dave Woodmansey - Angling Times

POLE PACKAGE
COMPETITION 301 - 16.0m
2 x Power Kits, 1 Match Top 3 Kit, 1 Match 
Top 4 Kit, Cupping Kit & Cups, Mini Extension, 
Pole Bag, Clean Caps & DVD.  
Retail Price £1465.00
OFFER PRICE £1099.00

Code Model RRP

B5065 Competition 301 16.0m £1372.00

B5066 14.5m Extension £180.00

B5067 16.0m Extension £190.00

B5068 Power Top 2 Kit £55.00

B5069 Match Top 3 Kit £95.00

B5070 Match Top 4 Kit £150.00

B5180 Long No. 1 Section £34.99

B5185 Short No. 4 Section £59.99

B5188 Short Power Kit £55.00

B5020 Half Extension £69.99

Without doubt, the best pole at this price point we’ve ever 
produced. The 301 can only be bettered by the flagship 
models. Featuring Magic Steps, Sun Core (AFS) Finish, Fusion, 
Teflon Joints, Clean Caps and Nanolith technology.

The Nanostructured competition pole is awesomely stiff and 
weighs a micro 614 grms at 11.5m and a featherweight 850 
grms at 13m. The rapidity of action is outstanding, fishing 
brilliantly at 14.5m and 16m lengths.

An incredible pole that is suited to commercial carp, lake, river 
and canals. Supplied with a fantastic kit package as standard.

A proven seller.

Additional features:
• Put over joints • Telescopic top 2 match kit  
• Rated to 10 elastics with match kits  
• Rated to 12/20 Dual Core with power kits

COMPETITION 301  16.0m
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COMPETITION 201

COMPETITION 151

“At a full 14.5m 
length, the 151 
feels rock solid, 

fast and, thanks to 
Maver’s Nanolith 

carbon technology, 
it recovers rigidity almost 

instantly” Dave Woodmansey- Angling Times

9 section mandrel technology at its very best. This fantastic  
all-round competition pole boasts all of the innovation 
previously found on models at more than double its price point. 
Featuring Magic Steps, Sun Core (AFS) Finish, Fusion, Teflon 
Joints, Clean Caps and Nanolith technology.

Supplied at 14.5m as standard the 151 weighs a featherweight 
614 grms at 11.5m and just 827 grms at 13m. The action is 
extremely stiff and the addition of the Nanostructured material 
all but eliminates the bounce when shipping at speed.

A massive seller in 2007!

Additional features:
• Put over joints • Telescopic top 2 match kit  
• Rated to 10 elastics with match kits  
• Rated to 12/20 Dual Core with power kits

POLE PACKAGE
COMPETITION 151 - 14.5m
3 x Power Kits, 1 x Match Top 3 Kit,  
Cupping Kit & Cups, Mini Extension, Pole Bag, 
Clean Caps & DVD.
Retail Price £735.00
OFFER PRICE £550.00

Code Model RRP

B5005 Competition 151 14.5m £695.00

B5006 14.5m/16m Extension £120.00

B5008 Power Top 2 Kit £55.00

B5009 Match Top 3 Kit £70.00

B5010 Match Top 4 Kit £110.00

B5180 Long No. 1 Section £34.99

B5185 Short No. 4 Section £59.99

B5188 Short Power Kit £55.00

B5020 Half Extension £69.99

COMPETITION 151  14.5m

“At 14m, the 201 was 
as rigid a pole as I’ve 
ever had the pleasure 
of holding. The 201 is 
clearly the finest mid 
range model I’ve used 
- ever!”  
Mark Sawyer - Angling Times

Code Model RRP

B5025 Competition 201 16.0m £960.00

B5026 14.5m Extension £120.00

B5027 16.0m Extension £125.00

B5028 Power Top 2 Kit £55.00

B5029 Match Top 3 Kit £70.00

B5030 Match Top 4 Kit £110.00

B5180 Long No. 1 Section £34.99

B5185 Short No. 4 Section £59.99

B5188 Short Power Kit £55.00

B5020 Half Extension £69.99

The best mid-priced pole we’ve ever produced. The 201 is 
outstanding at 13m, unbelievable at 14.5m and excellent at 
16m. Featuring Magic Steps, Sun Core (AFS) Finish, Fusion, 
Teflon Joints, Clean Caps and Nanolith technology.

At 11.5m weighing in at a featherweight 618 grms and at 13m 
an unbelievable 868 grms. Supplied at 16m as standard with a 
total of 6 kits including the top 3 housed inside the pole.

A true all-rounder for carp on commercials, lakes, canals and 
rivers. All the innovation at a price well below its true retail value.

The independent reviews say it all!

Additional features:
• Put over joints • Telescopic top 2 match kit  
• Rated to 10 elastics with match kits  
• Rated to 12/20 Dual Core with power kits

COMPETITION 201  16.0m

POLE PACKAGE
COMPETITION 201 - 16.0m
2 x Power Kits, 2 Match Top 3 Kits,  
Cupping Kit & Cups, Mini Extension, Pole Bag, 
Clean Caps & DVD.  
Retail Price £1014.00
OFFER PRICE £760.00
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COMPETITION 101 COMPETITION       
      MARGIN 8.0m

POLE PACKAGE
COMPETITION 101 - 13m
3 x Power Kits, Cupping Kit & Cups, Mini 
Extension, Pole Bag, Clean Caps & DVD.
Retail Price £499.00
OFFER PRICE £375.00

Code Model RRP

B5245 Competition 101 13m £470.00

B5246 14.5m Extension £120.00

B5248 Power Top 2 Kit £49.99

B5249 Match Top 3 Kit £70.00

B5180 Long No. 1 Section £34.99

B5185 Short No. 4 Section £59.99

B5188 Short Power Kit £55.00

B5020 Half Extension £69.99

We’ve done it once again - putting a top level pole in the hands 
of a newcomer to pole fishing.

At this price point the Competition 101 is nothing short of 
remarkable. Featuring the same technology found on models 
costing more than £2000. Features such as Magic Steps, 
Fusion, Sun Core AFS finish, Teflon Joints and Nanolith 
impregnated fibres have never been available at this price level 
before. 
 
Supplied at 13.0m as standard, the 101 weighs just 696g at 
11.5m and only 932g at 13.0m. As with the entire Competition 
range, all of the sections interchange making it easy for you to 
upgrade over time. With the optional extra of a short number 4 
section, you can turn this pole from remarkable into something 
out of this world! Feeling is believing.

Additional features:
• Put over joints • Telescopic top 2 match kit  
• Rated to 10 elastics with match kits  
• Rated to 12/20 Dual Core with power kits

NEW COMPETITION 101  13m

POLE PACKAGE
COMPETITION MARGIN - 8.0m
1 Spare Power Kit, 
Pole Bag & DVD.
Retail Price £265.00
OFFER PRICE £199.00

Code Model RRP

B5225 Competition Margin 8m £260.00

B5226 9.5m Extension £75.00

B5228 Power Top 2 Kit £49.99

The new Competition Margin is truly unbelievable, and has to 
be viewed to fully appreciate the immense strength offered by 
this lightweight, slim margin pole.

Featuring all of the technology found on the rest of the 
Competition poles, including Sun Core, Teflon Joints, Fusion, 
Magic Steps and the incredible Nanolith, which makes this pole 
incredibly stiff and responsive. 

Utilising new technology, this is the strongest margin pole ever 
produced by Maver. Supplied as standard at 8m, with an an 
extension available to take it to 9.5m.

Strong enough for taming those animal carp with the heaviest 
of rigs or fishing line to hand on river festivals swinging fish to a 
kilo to hand with confidence.
 
Weighing a featherweight 384g at 8m. 

Additional features:
• Put over joints  
• Rated to 20 elastics
• Special high tensile carbon with immense strength

NEW COMPETITION MARGIN 8m

“I can truthfully put my hand 
on my heart and tell you 

that, for the money, in my 
opinion there is nothing to get 

anywhere near this Maver  
13m Competition 101 pole.  
The best £350 you’ll spend” 

Mark Sawyer - Angling Times

“The strength of this margin pole is 
nothing short of incredible. I have never 

seen anything like it - it really is that 
impressive!”  

Steve Mayo
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MULTI-USE POLES& WHIPS

The Distinction excels in every department. High modulus 
carbon, 9 section mandrel technology at its best. At 11.5m 
the Distinction weighs a mere 671grms and an unbelievable 
940 grms at 13m. The overall strength of this pole will suit 
all commercial carp anglers needs but also be judged as the 
perfect canal, lake and river pole. Featuring big bore tips so 
little cutting back is required, and diamond ground finish for 
easy shipping at speed in all weather. 

Additional features:
• Put over joints • Telescopic top 2 match kit • Wide bore tips
• Rated to number 10 elastics with match kits fitted
• Rated to number 12/20 dual core hollow with power kits fitted

Code Model RRP

B4805 Distinction 16.0m £1332.00

B4806 14.5m Extension £135.00

B4807 16.0m Extension £140.00

B4808 Power Top 2 Kit £49.99

B4809 Match Top 3 Kit £69.99

B4780 Super Taper Section £69.99

DISTINCTION 16m

ASCENSION 14.5m DEPLOY 13m
The Ascension is designed for anglers who want all-round 
performance but with the emphasis on targeting bigger fish on 
commercial fisheries. Manufactured from high modulus carbon 
and 9-section mandrel technology, the Ascension is the perfect 
pole for anglers who want top performance at a very sensible 
price. Weighing just 667 grms at 11.5m and only 999 grms at 13m. 
Capable of handling 12/20 hollow elastics with power kits in place.
The Ascension comes with a fantastic kit package as standard, as 
well as a super taper section, which converts this already stiff pole 
to something truly outstanding for this price point.  

POLE PACKAGE
DISTINCTION - 16m
4 x Power Kits, Cupping Kit & Cups, Pole Bag,  
& DVD. Retail Price £1332.00
OFFER PRICE £999.00

POLE PACKAGE
ASCENSION - 14.5m
3 x Power Kits, Super Taper Section, Cupping Kit 
& Cups, Pole Bag & DVD.  
Retail Price £665.00
OFFER PRICE £499.00

POLE PACKAGE
DEPLOY - 13m
2 x Power Kits, Cupping Kit & Cups, Pole Bag, & 
DVD.  
Retail Price £399.00
OFFER PRICE £299.00

Code Model RRP

B4725 Deploy 13m £399.00

B4726 14.5m Extension £79.99

B4728 Power Top 2 Kit £45.00

B4729 Match Top 3 Kit £55.00

Code Model RRP

B4765 Ascension 14.5m £665.00

B4766 14.5m Extension £79.99

B4767 16.0m Extension £79.99

B4768 Power Top 2 Kit £49.99

B4769 Match Top 3 Kit £55.00

B4780 Super Taper Section £69.99

Using state of the art 9 section technology, the action is 
extremely rigid, the balance and rapidity of action outstanding. 
Manufactured from high modulus carbon, the Deploy is a 
quantum leap forward compared to models previously supplied 
at this price level. Beautifully balanced and weighing in at just 
750 grms at 11.5m and an amazing 1070 grms at 13m. The 
Diamond Ground finish makes shipping at speed a breeze in 
all weather conditions. The Deploy is very much at home on 
commercials and will accommodate heavy solid 20 or 12/20 
hollow elastics with the large bore power kits fitted, or a 10 
elastic with match kits fitted. A true all rounder in every sense 
that fishes brilliantly at its full length.

By popular demand we’ve introduced a featherweight, 
ultra slim whip system for canal, river or lake angling. Top 3 
telescopic, with hollow tip for competition elastics or telescope 
a flick tip for light line to hand work. 

By removing the hollow number 1 section the pole converts to 
a very strong margin pole capable of handling 20+ elastics. 

At 8m the Inspiration weighs just 334grms which will 
comfortably accommodate the newcomer or junior angler to 
the sport. Very impressive speed pole providing both strength 
and finesse. Excellent pole for line to hand fishing.

POLE PACKAGE
INSPIRATION - 8m
1 x Match Top 3 Kit, DVD & Holdall
Retail Price £199.99
OFFER PRICE £150.00

INSPIRATION WHIP SYSTEM 8mCode Model RRP

B4955 Inspiration Whip 8m £199.99

B4959 Match Top 3 Kit £35.00

NEW ABYSS 7m POLE

Code Model RRP

B5195 Abyss 7m Pole £39.99

B5198 Top 2 Kit £19.99

The new Abyss 7m pole offers an affordable and rigid package 
to anglers working with a tighter budget. Supplied at 7m as 
standard, well suited to margin fishing with a massive 20 elastic 
rating. Featuring a wide bore tip that requires no cutting back. 
Weighing just 600 grms at 7m. 

NEW FALCON ALBORELLA WHIP SET
A new set of top quality telescopic whips, all supplied in a neat 
padded carry case. Set comprises of four lengths: 2.5m, 3m, 
3.5m and 4m. The perfect tools for speed fishing on rivers, 
canals and lakes. Weighing 62g at 2.5m, 71g at 3m, 88g at 
3.5m and 108g at 4m.

Code Model RRP

B5240 Whip Set £120.00
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TOP KITS
& POLE ENHANCEMENTS

Attention all anglers with 9 section Maver poles - you should 
all have one of these. Fit this high modulus carbon section and 
change the action of your pole instantly. If you’re looking at 
fishing with short lines, either on commercials or across the far 
shelf of the canal, you will need this new technology. By fitting 
the section directly to the number 3 of your match kit then onto 
the number 6, you will substantially stiffen the overall action of 
the pole beyond belief. The Super Taper Section will also stiffen 
the pole to combat side winds and also hold up power kits, 
eliminating the droop that heavier power kits can cause. The 
strength of the Super Taper section will also enable you to put 
pressure on hard fighting commercial carp, as it also doubles 
up as a fighting section.  This strong jointed Super Taper 
Section is technology at its best and, as good as they already 
are, will improve all Maver 9 section poles.

A superb cupping kit, manufactured from high modulus carbon. 
Each kit has a long, reinforced base, enabling the angler to cut 
back to fit most poles. It can be used as a power kit for big 
elastics or for cupping. The large diameter tip reduces ‘bounce’ 
when shipping large amounts of feed. 
Supplied with two cups, 1 x 100ml and 1 x 250ml and two 
metal thread adaptors.

B3360 Fits: 
Medusa, Messiah, Deliverance 2, Super Powerlite,  
Medusa Platinum, K47, K31, K27, Satanic, Thema.

B4780 Fits: 
Resolution, Ascension, Declaration, Distinction

Please Note: Super Taper Section does not fit the new 
Competition Series.

Ready assembled power kit incorporating the patented Muletto 
bung and nose cone. Each kit is ready elasticated with the 
popular orange Maver Dual Core 12/20 hollow elastic. The tip 
of the power kit contains the best internal PTFE bush. The kit is 
ready to go and can be cut back at the base to fit many poles 
currently on the market. The Muletto system works brilliantly 
with hollow elastics in place. Assembled kit contains: Muletto 
bung and wheel, nose cone, extractor rod, internal PTFE bush 
and 3 metres of 12/20 Maver Dual Core.

ASSEMBLED MULETTO POWER KIT

NEW COMPETITION SERIES  
SHORT POWER KIT

Most match kits comprise of a telescopic number 1 and 
number 2, so it can cost as much as £80 to make up individual 
kits. Maver’s latest innovation is a long number 1 which 
incorporates the number 2 section. Ideal for short lining and 
F1 fishing. This long combo eliminates the need to collapse 
the telescopic versions for storage and it will fit comfortably 
inside the pole when packing away or can be housed inside 
extensions or conventional rod tubes, fits on to the number 3 
of a match kit. Manufactured from high modulus carbon and 
features Sun Core finish, Fusion and Magic Steps. 
• B5180 fits all Competition poles (length 175cm, 5ft 6”)
• B5181 fits all Elite poles (length 157cm, 5ft)

NEW SUPER LONG  
NUMBER 1 SECTIONS

Code Product RRP

B5180 Comp. Super Long No.1 £34.99

B5181 Elite Super Long No.1 £34.99

A new shorter power kit, that will fit all models within the 
Competition range. The shorter power top 2 is ideal for fishing 
shallow on commercials, where the extra length provided 
by the standard power kits is unnecessary. Featuring Sun 
Core finish, Magic Steps and a big bore tip. Made up length 
measures 2.65m.

Code Product RRP

B5188 Short Power Kit £55.00

Code Product RRP

B5120 Assembled Muletto Kit £49.99

High modulus, lightweight universal power kit with extended 
reinforced section, meaning it can be cut to fit most poles. Fits 
perfectly onto the number 4 section of all Competition series 
poles. The two piece power kit features a large bore tip and is 
rated to 20 elastics. 

UNIVERSAL LONG BASE POWER KIT

Code Product RRP

B5115 Universal Power Kit £35.00

SUPER TAPER SECTION

Code Model RRP

B3360 Super Taper Section £59.99

Code Model RRP

B4780 Super Taper Section £69.99

2 sized pots, medium (100ml) and large (250ml), with two 
interchangeable adapter sleeves. The pots are lightweight in 
construction and the whole system makes feeding easy. All 
have stainless steel threads. Supplied with 2 pots per packet.

MAVER POLE POTS

Code Product

J308 Maver Pole Pots

NEW POLE POT SET

Code Product

J675 Maver Pole Pot Set

New set of pole pots, manufactured from strong yet lightweight 
plastic. Supplied with two adaptor sleeves with brass threads, 
one with standard bore and one with large bore. 3 pots per 
pack, small (100ml), medium (150ml) and large (250ml).  

UNIVERSAL CUPPING KIT & CUPS

Code Product RRP

B5190 Uni Cupping Kit £39.99

NEW COMPETITION SERIES  
SHORT NUMBER 4 SECTION
A new short number 4 section with Sun Core finish that will 
fit all models in the Competition range. As incredible as each 
of the Competition poles are, by adding this short section 
substantially stiffens the overall action. The strength of the 
short number 4 also makes it ideal for applying pressure to 
hard fighting commercial carp, and for when that extra length is 
required to net a large fish.

Code Model RRP

B5185 Short No.4 Section £59.99
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POLE CARE& MAINTENANCE

Contains 3 different size brush heads and 6 aluminium rods 
that screw together to make a maximum 1.60m cleaning rod. 
The brush heads will clean out the major pole sections and all 
packs away inside a neat plastic presentation case. All serious 
anglers should have one.

A brilliant and simple idea. Simply insert the 
adjustable skid bung into the base of major 
pole sections. Twist the head of the bung and 
the base expands, holding the device firmly in 
place. Every pole angler should own one.
 

Use as build-up spray for pole joints, additional protection and  
re-building of pole joints.  

Superior joint save. Fast drying, simply spray on joints to prevent 
wear. Superb lubricating properties.  

The Maver Clean Cap System protects the end of the pole 
sections from accidental damage due to misplaced alignment 
and cleans out the inner female joint every time you unship. 
Designed originally for Maver production, they also fit all other 
makes of pole. Patent No. GB 2342835. DVD’s featuring Jamie Masson and Andy Kinder. Each action 

packed DVD demonstrates pole and tip fishing during summer 
conditions. Large bags of carp, tench and bream are caught 
with detailed demonstration of feeding, baits and rigs. Two 
fantastic DVD’s filmed at Larford Lakes that both educates and 
entertains.

JOINT BUILD UP

Use for building up worn sections. Superb lubricating properties. 
The carbon spray dries in seconds leaving a matt finish which, when 
polished, transforms to a mirror type finish which is hard wearing and 
long lasting.  

CARBON GRAPHITE SPRAY

P.T.F.E JOINT PROTECTOR

MAVER DVD’S

EXPANDA SKID BUNG

Innovative EVA Clean Cap aligners with a PTFE inner bush 
allowing the elastic to run freely and preventing contact with 
the inner pole wall. When folding down the two piece power 
kits, the system prevents contact with the edge of the pole 
sections during storage, Available in a choice of popular sizes. 
A brilliant idea and exclusive to Maver. 

High quality EVA bungs that fit a number of pole base sections. 
Simply push into the base of the pole section to protect the 
pole wall when shipping. Supplied in a set of 4 sizes:  
36 - 40mm, 39.5 - 43.5mm, 41.5 - 45.5mm and 43 - 47mm.

WET WALL ALIGNERS -  
EXCLUSIVE TO MAVER

CLEAN CAP SYSTEM

EVA POLE SHIPPER BASE BUNGS

Code Product

B5110 9mm Wet Wall Aligner

B5111 10mm Wet Wall Aligner

B5112 11.5mm Wet Wall Aligner

B5113 14mm Wet Wall Aligner

Code Model

B5105 EVA Pole Shippers

Code Size

B1820 9mm

B1821 10mm

B1822 11.5mm

B1823 14mm

B1824 16mm

B1825 18.5mm

B1826 21mm

ROUBAISIEN (LONG POLE) CLEANING KIT

Code Model

J350 Roubaisien Cleaning Kit

Code Product

J360 Joint Build Up

J365 PTFE Joint Protector

J375 Carbon Graphite Spray

Code Product RRP

VID03 Bagging Silver DVD £14.95

VID04 Bagging Gold DVD £14.95

Code Model

J448 Expanda Bung

NEW COMMERCIAL SENSE 3 DVD  
COMING SOON

Code Size

B1827 22mm

B1828 25.5mm

B1829 27mm

B1830 29mm

B1831 31.5mm

B1832 33mm
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Maver rod sales in 2007 exceeded all expectations.

Combine the loyal following that Reactorlite and Powerlite have built over 
the last few years with the introduction of 4 new families offering 13 new 
models, and you have, we believe, the best rod range ever offered by 
Maver.

The all new Abyss range represents the highest quality rods Maver have 
ever offered at this price point. These superb carbon rods must be handled 
to be fully appreciated.

The ever popular Genesis family has under gone a huge face-lift and 
upgrade for the coming year along with a name change to Genesis Black 
Ice. The stunning new finish combined with high modulus carbon and top 
specification fittings will make this family of rods a massive success in 
2008.

Black Ice Competition rods were launched in the summer of 2007, initially 
comprising of two 12ft two piece options which have sold extremely well. 
The addition of four more rods to this family will only increase the growing 
popularity of this top quality range.

Following the immensely successful introduction of Nanolith technology 
into Maver’s pole range in 2007, it will come as no surprise that the new 
flagship rod range for 2008 will incorporate this revolutionary innovation. 
The Nanolith family will become the benchmark for anglers who demand 
the very best and must be handled to fully appreciate the impact this 
technology has relative to rod development.

All rods carry an informative swing tag detailing a brief description, key 
features and line ratings. Last but not least, every rod you purchase 
regardless of price point provides exceptional value for money.
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NANOLITHMATCH RODS

The perfect match and pellet waggler rod.

2 piece match rods have established a following with the 
serious match angler nationwide. Easily stored as a made up, 
ready to go match tool, that can be transported easily within 
the Maver ready rod holdalls. 

The high modulus Nanolith series are featherweight rods with 
superb fast tip actions that transfer overall power through to 
the butt when larger fish are hooked.

Only top quality fittings have been used throughout coupled 
with a stunning Sun Core finish. 

A must view model that needs to be handled to fully appreciate 
the quality of build. 

• EVA twist grip and top quality full cork handle
• Fuji SIC lined guides throughout
• Fuji graphite screw reel fitting 
• Sun Core finish • Put over joints
• Folding hook keeper
• Supplied in quality rod bag 

Through Action

Recommended casting weight: 20g - 25g

Recommended line rating: 3lbs - 8lbs

Weight: 148g

Code Model RRP

A1500 Nanolith 12ft 2 piece (3.6m) £275.00

NEW NANOLITH MATCH 13ft 
MEDIUM ACTION
Stunning Sun Core finish with top quality fittings throughout. 

This new 3 piece match rod is ultra light with an action that will 
more than impress both River and Lake anglers alike.

Superb tip action that gently transfers through to the  
mid-section when larger fish are hooked.

The addition of Nanolith all but eliminates rod bounce when 
casting at distance. Very fast action with bags of hidden power. 

Again a must view rod to fully appreciate its many qualities.

NEW NANOLITH  MATCH 13ft
HEAVY ACTION

A rod with incredible power but having the feel of a lightweight 
silver fish model. Featuring Sun Core finish throughout with top 
grade Fuji rings and reel seat.

The addition of Nanolith eliminates tip bounce, providing a 
crisp and precise fast casting action.

The fine diameter hollow tip transferring power to the mid and 
butt sections when seriously big fish are hooked. 

All of the new Nanolith rods are an industry first and must be 
handled to fully appreciate the superb innovation.

JOIN THE REVOLUTION

JOIN THE REVOLUTION

Features
• EVA twist grip and top quality full cork handle
• Fuji SIC lined guides throughout
• Fuji graphite screw reel fitting 
• Sun Core finish • Put over joints
• Folding hook keeper
• Supplied in quality rod bag 

Through Action

Recommended casting weight: 15g - 20g

Recommended line rating: 3lbs - 8lbs

Weight: 145g

Code Model RRP

A1505 Nanolith 13ft Medium (3.9m) £325.00

Features

Through Action

Recommended casting weight: 15g - 25g

Recommended line rating: 3lbs - 10lbs

Weight: 150g

Code Model RRP

A1510 Nanolith 13ft Heavy (3.9m) £349.99

The revolutionary Nanolith material was added to our range of poles last year, and the results were 
clear for all to see. Now we have introduced this innovative technology to a range of top class match 
rods. Nanolith is a special resin with Nanometric particles. The microscopic particles provide greater 

resistance and above all damping properties, eliminating tip bounce. The angler benefits from an 
improved rapidity of action, resulting in a range of rods that are lighter and with an incredible tip 

speed. With this innovative technology, Maver remains at the very forefront of the industry.

AN INDUSTRY FIRST

• EVA twist grip and top quality full cork handle
• Fuji SIC lined guides throughout
• Fuji graphite screw reel fitting 
• Sun Core finish • Put over joints
• Folding hook keeper
• Supplied in quality rod bag 

JOIN THE REVOLUTION
FeaturesNEW NANOLITH MATCH 12FT 2 PIECE
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REACTORLITE MATCH RODS

Reactorlite - seeing is believing. If you want the very best float 
rods for match angling, you want the Reactorlite Match Rods. 
Over 2 years of intensive research and development has gone 
into the design of the Reactorlites. 

They are manufactured from a unique high tonne ‘radial 
carbon’ process and feel and perform like top end match rods 
but with one added advantage - they don’t lock up under 
extreme pressure.

The pure ground hollow tips work exactly as a conventional 
match tip, but as pressure is applied, they gently transfer the  
power from tip to butt. The added advantage is that the 
Reactorlite has a non-locking action all the way through to the 
butt. We are so confident, if a rod is broken under conventional 
use within the first 12 months of use, we will replace it free of 
charge. 

REACTORLITE MATCH 13FT Features
• EVA twist grip and top quality full cork handle
• Quality SIC single leg lined guides
• Quality graphite screw reel fitting
• Folding hook keeper ring
• Supplied in quality rod bag 

Through Action

Recommended Casting Weight:  
15g - 20g Match 1 • 20g - 25g Match 2

Recommended Line Rating:  
2lbs - 6lbs Match 1 • 3lbs - 8lbs Match 2

Weight: 196g Match 1 • 204g Match 2

Code Model RRP

A775 Match 1 Medium 13ft (3.9m) £170.00

A780 Match 2 Heavy 13ft (3.9m) £170.00

Reactorlite match rods have fast established a following with 
the serious competition angler. This high modulus  
non-locking 12ft blank is a gem and is perfect for modern day 
commercial match fishing. Being a 2 piece rod it is designed 
to be fully set up and housed in Maver’s Double Compartment 
Ready Rod Holdalls. Ideal for fishing a splasher waggler with 
pellet shallow.

The ultra slim carbon blank has quality SIC lined guides 
throughout, twist EVA top grip and high quality screw lock 
reel seat. Gun smoke reel hoods and quality cork handle. The 
Reactorlite 12ft is a top class rod with a superb action and top 
quality fittings. 

Designed and fully endorsed by Maver’s Steve Mayo, who has 
already won numerous big matches using this versatile rod.

REACTORLITE 15FT/18FT FLOAT

Features
• EVA twist grip and top quality full cork handle
• Quality SIC lined guides
• Quality graphite screw reel fitting
• Folding hook keeper ring
• Supplied in quality rod bag 

Through Action

Recommended casting weight: 20g - 25g

Recommended line rating: 3lbs - 8lbs

Weight: 195g

The Reactorlite 15’/18’ is a superb river rod with the versatility 
to cope with shallow and deep swims alike, as well as floats 
ranging from small sticks through to heavy bolognese style 
tackle. However, not only is it a superb tool for the river 
enthusiast, it will also find plenty of fans with commercial 
anglers who need the extra length to cast big floats or to catch 
big fish in the margins. 

Top quality single leg SIC guides throughout. Graphite screw 
reel fitting with gunsmoke hoods, complete with EVA twist grip 
and full cork handle. All packaged in a neat divisioned velvet 
bag.

Features
• EVA twist grips and top quality full cork handles
• Quality SIC lined guides
• Quality graphite screw reel fittings
• Folding hook keeper ring
• Supplied in quality rod bag 

Tip/Through Action
Recommended Casting Weight: 30g

Recommended Line Rating: 3lbs - 8lbs

Weight: 220g @ 15ft • 245g @ 18ft

REACTORLITE 12FT MATCH  
PELLET WAGGLER

NEOPRENE ROD BANDS
Set of 2 quality neoprene rod bands. ideal for use with the 
Reactorlite 12ft Pellet Waggler when being stored in a ready 
rod holdall. 

Code Model RRP

A1260 12ft Pellet Waggler (3.6m) £150.00

Code Product

N318 Neoprene Rod Bands

Code Model RRP

A1180 15ft/18ft Float (4.6m/5.5m) £199.00
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REACTORLITE FEEDER RODS

REACTORLITE FEEDER SYSTEM
2 years of intensive research and development went into the 
design of the Reactorlite. Manufactured utilising the unique 
high tonne ‘Radial Carbon’ process which refuses to lock up, 
even under the most extreme pressure. 

This stunning system offers a combination of 9’, 11’, 12’ 
and 13’ rods, which will more than impress when you feel 
the lightness, balance and action of each option. With 4 butt 
sections, one middle, one tip carrier section and 6 carbon 
quivertips, this rod combination will cover all feeder fishing 
situations.

The 12’ and 13’ versions are capable of launching medium 
method feeders to the horizon. The 9’ is the perfect ‘snitcher’ 
for shy biting skimmers and roach, whilst the 11’ version can 
be judged as a true bream and the perfect winter carp rod. 

Each carbon tip has a separate function and is carefully graded 
to marry in perfectly. Pure quality with attention to detail in 
every aspect. Finished in deep black, with single leg lined 
guides throughout, including all of the graded and individually 
numbered tips. Quality graphite screw reel fittings with EVA top 
twist grips and full cork handles. A folding hook keeper ring 
completes this amazing rod. 

The 12’ and 13’ versions are also available as individual rods, 
complete with 3 carefully selected tips. The 12’ is supplied with 
tips 2, 3 and 4, while the 13’ is supplied with tips 3, 4 and 5.

To complete every popular length of feeder rod, we have 
introduced an individual 10’ model for shy biting roach on rivers 
and of course, winter fishing for carp on commercials. Supplied 
with 3 carefully selected tips.

Features
• EVA twist grips and top quality full cork handles
• High quality SIC single leg lined guides throughout
• Quality graphite screw reel fittings
• Folding hook keeper ring
• Supplied in quality rod bag 

Through Action

Recommended casting weight: 70g - 140g

Recommended line rating: 3lbs - 8lbs

Weight: 125g @ 9ft • 139g @ 10ft • 150g @ 11ft
   165g @ 12ft • 190g @ 13ft

Code Model RRP

A800 Feeder System £399.00

A801 No.1 Quiver Tip £15.99

A802 No.2 Quiver Tip £15.99

A803 No.3 Quiver Tip £15.99

A804 No.4 Quiver Tip £15.99

A805 No.5 Quiver Tip £15.99

A806 No.6 Quiver Tip £15.99

Code Model RRP

A1250 10ft Multi Tip (3.0m) £150.00

A1055 12ft Multi Tip (3.6m) £175.00

A1065 13ft Multi Tip (3.9m) £199.99

Reactorlite feeder rods have quickly established a following 
with the serious competition angler. This high modulus 
non-locking 12ft blank is a gem for the commercial and 
conventional match angler alike and has been designed to be 
fully set up and housed in Maver’s Double Compartment Ready 
Rod Holdalls. The ultra slim carbon blank has quality SIC lined 
guides throughout, twist EVA top grip and high quality screw 
lock reel seat. Gun smoke reel hoods and quality cork handle. 
3 beautifully graded carbon tips housed in their own tube 
complete this awesome package. 

Features
• EVA twist grip and top quality full cork handle
• Quality SIC single leg lined guides throughout 
• Quality graphite screw reel fitting • 3 graded carbon tips
• Supplied in quality rod bag • Folding hook keeper ring

Through Action

Recommended casting weight: 70g - 90g

Recommended line rating: 3lbs - 8lbs

Weight: 171g inc tips

REACTORLITE 12FT READY ROD FEEDER

A stunning rod of the highest quality. Built to cast fully loaded 
method feeders to the horizon. Again built from the popular 
Reactorlite non-locking carbon, each rod is supplied to fish at 
two different lengths. The 12ft power house has a detachable 
butt section with spigot joint, quality Fuji graphite screw reel 
fitting, full cork handle and quality SIC guides throughout. To 
convert to a distance 13ft 6” model, simply add the separate 
dolly extension provided. Extending to 13ft 6” has never been 
easier as the extension doesn’t carry any additional guides so 
no need to break down. The perfect method rod for carp and 
equally at home on rivers. 

Heavy Tip to Middle Action

Recommended casting weight: 100g +

Recommended line rating: 4lbs - 10lbs

Weight: 302g inc tips @ 12ft • 345g inc tips @ 13ft 6”

REACTORLITE 12FT/13FT 6”  
METHOD FEEDER

Code Model RRP

A1265 12ft Ready Rod Feeder (3.6m) £175.00

A803 No.3 Quiver Tip £15.99

A804 No.4 Quiver Tip £15.99

A805 No.5 Quiver Tip £15.99

Code Model RRP

A1270 Reactorlite Method (3.6m/3.95m) £199.00

A1271 Light Tip £15.99

A1272 Medium Tip £15.99

A1273 Heavy Tip £15.99

Features
• Quality full cork handle
• Quality SIC single lined guides throughout 
• Quality graphite Fuji screw reel fitting • 3 graded carbon tips
• Supplied in quality rod bag • Folding hook keeper ring
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BLACK ICECOMPETITION RODS
The all new Black Ice rod range has been developed to provide top quality rods at a very 
reasonable price. Featuring the stunning Black Ice carbon finish.

NEW BLACK ICE COMPETITION  
12FT READY ROD MATCH
More and more anglers are arriving at their pegs, with their rods 
ready set up in a ready rod holdall. The Black Ice rods have 
been specifically designed for this function.

The high modulus 12ft two piece rod with its non-locking 
through action is the perfect tool for modern day  
commercial match fishing,  
including the use of pellet or splasher wagglers.   

Featuring the stunning ‘Black Ice’ carbon finish, cork 
handle with screw reel seat and top quality SIC lined guides 
throughout.

Features
• EVA twist grip and top quality full cork handle
• High quality single leg lined guides throughout
• Quality graphite screw reel fitting 
• Folding hook keeper ring • Put over joints
• Supplied in quality rod bag 

Through Action

Recommended casting weight: 15g - 25g

Recommended line rating: 3lbs - 8lbs

Weight: 165g

Code Model RRP

A1300 12ft Ready Rod Match (3.6m) £110.00

NEW BLACK ICE COMPETITION  
12FT READY ROD FEEDER
Designed on the same format as the 12ft Ready Rod match, 
with a matching through action. The high modulus 12ft two 
piece rod with its non-locking through action is the perfect tool 
for modern day commercial match fishing with a method or 
conventional feeder.   

Featuring the stunning ‘Black Ice’ carbon finish, high grade 
cork handle with screw reel seat and top quality SIC lined 
guides throughout.

Features
• EVA twist grip and top quality full cork handle
• High quality single leg lined guides  
• Quality graphite screw reel fitting 
• Folding hook keeper ring • Put over joints 
• Supplied in quality rod bag 

Through Action

Recommended casting weight: 70g - 90g

Recommended line rating: 3lbs - 8lbs

Weight: 169g

Code Model RRP

A1305 12ft Ready Rod Feeder (3.6m) £125.00

A1306 Soft Quiver Tip £15.99

A1307 Medium Quiver Tip £15.99

A1308 Heavy Quiver Tip £15.99

NEW BLACK ICE COMPETITION  
13FT MATCH
The Black Ice Competition range has been designed 
specifically with the modern competition angler in mind. The 
new ‘Black Ice’ finish combined with the perfect parabolic 
action makes these rods something very special.  

The sublime balance and incredible tip speed makes this rod 
a delight to use for both stick and waggler fishing on rivers as 
well as tackling carp on commercials.

Features
• EVA twist grip and top quality full cork handle
• High quality single leg lined guides throughout
• Quality graphite screw reel fitting 
• Supplied in quality rod bag • Engraved end cap
• Folding hook keeper ring • Put over joints

Through Action

Recommended casting weight: 15g - 25g

Recommended line rating: 3lbs - 6lbs

Weight: 163g

Code Model RRP

A1310 13ft Match (3.9m) £110.00

NEW BLACK ICE COMPETITION  
MULTI-TIP
A range of high quality multi-tip rods designed specifically for 
the modern commercial angler. Featuring the stunning Black 
Ice finish combined with the perfect parabolic action.

Available in three rod lengths, covering all aspects of modern 
day feeder fishing, each rod is supplied with three carefully 
graded quiver tips.

The 11ft 6” model is as good as it gets for short range 
commercial work. The forgiving action will absorb last minute 
lunges at the net, reducing hook-pulls. 

The 12ft model is the ideal length for all general feeder fishing. 
The forgiving action lends itself to bream and skimmer fishing 
while the hidden power will tame today’s commercial carp.

When distance casting is required to reach the most wary of fish, 
the 13ft will provide that extra power to punch the feeder to the 
horizon. Also ideal for all River work.

Features
• EVA twist grip and top quality full cork handles
• High quality single leg lined guides throughout
• Quality graphite screw reel fittings
• Supplied in quality rod bag • Engraved end caps

Through Action

Recommended casting weight:  
80g @ 11ft 6” • 95g @ 12ft •  110g @ 13ft

Recommended line rating:  
3lbs - 6lbs @ 11ft 6” • 3lbs - 8lbs @ 12ft + 13ft

Weight: 200g @ 11ft 6” • 210g @ 12ft • 234g @ 13ft

Code Model RRP

A1315 11ft 6” Multi Tip (3.4m) £99.99

A1320 12ft Multi Tip (3.6m) £110.00

A1325 13ft Multi Tip (3.9m) £115.00

A1316 Soft Quiver Tip £15.99

A1317 Medium Quiver Tip £15.99

A1318 Heavy Quiver Tip £15.99
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POWERLITEMATCH RODS

POWERLITE MATCH 1 & 2 11FT/13FT Features
• EVA twist grip and top quality full cork handles
• High quality SIC lined guides throughout
• Quality carbon screw reel fittings • Folding hook keeper
• Supplied in quality rod bag 

Through Action

Recommended casting weight:  
15g - 20g Match 1 • 20g - 25g Match 2

Recommended line rating:  
2lbs - 6lbs Match 1 • 3lbs - 8lbs Match 2

Weight: 
Match 1 - 183g @ 11ft • 192g @ 13ft
Match 2 - 192g @ 11ft • 228g @ 13ft

Ready to be impressed? Then read on. 

Two rods produced to the highest of standards and quality of 
build. Each rod boasting many of the features and similarities 
of the Reactorlite family. The ultra slim, high modulus non-
locking blanks offer a choice of actions and lengths. Both the 
Powerlite 1 & 2 will convert from powerful 13 footers to 11ft 
multi-functional winter carp rods. By simply removing the 
conventional butt section and adding the shorter butt provided 
changes both the length and action. 

The slimline Powerlites have quality SIC lined guides 
throughout, folding hook keepers on both butts, EVA twist 
top grips, carbon twist grip reel seats and full cork handles. 
Viewing highly recommended.

Code Model RRP

A1290 Powerlite Match 1 (3.3m/3.9m) £120.00

A1295 Powerlite Match 2 (3.3m/3.9m) £120.00

NEW  REACTORLITE 12FT READY ROD FEEDER

POWERLITE 15FT /17FT FLOAT
Built to a similar specification to the Reactorlite 15ft/18ft. This 
strong but surprisingly ‘tippy’ float rod is the perfect tool for 
commercials down the edge, or controlling big sticks and bolo 
floats on rivers. 

The high specification build provides a rod with quality full cork 
handle, graphite screw reel seat and EVA top grip. Quality SIC 
lined guides throughout with high gloss whippings and tippets. 
To convert from 15ft to 17ft simply add the additional section. 
The Powerlite has put-over joints reducing the overall diameter 
and providing a light weight rod with a pleasing action.

Features
• EVA twist grip and top quality full cork handle
• High quality lined guides throughout
• Quality graphite screw reel fitting • Separate dolly extension
• Folding hook keeper ring • Supplied in quality rod bag 

Tip to Middle Action

Recommended casting weight: 30g

Recommended line rating: 3lbs - 8lbs

Weight: 279g @ 15ft • 317g @ 17ft 

POWERLITE BAGGING FLOAT/FEEDER 12FT
Superb high modulus carbon float rod which will also convert 
to a powerful commercial carping tip rod. Non-locking 
blank with bags of power, but with the feel and balance of 
a lightweight competition model. Designed specifically for 
catching big carp on commercial fisheries the overall power 
allows the angler to wind down hard.

The quiver tip carrier converts the float rod to a powerful 
tip version accommodating a choice of 3 carefully graded 
tips. Perfect parabolic action, high quality SIC lined guides 
throughout, including the three carefully graded quivers, 
graphite screw reel fitting with twist lock top EVA grip and 
gun-smoke reel hoods. A full cork handle and neat folding hook 
keeper complete the impressive specification. 

Features
• EVA twist grip and top quality full cork handle
• High quality SIC single leg lined guides throughout
• Quality graphite screw reel fitting with gun smoke hoods
• 3 graded quiver tips • Folding hook keeper ring
• Supplied in quality rod bag 

Power Through Action

Recommended casting weight: 100g

Recommended line rating: 4lbs - 10lbs

Weight: 225g with float tip • 290g with feeder tips 

Code Model RRP

A1285 15ft/17ft Float (4.6m/5.2m) £99.99

Code Model RRP

A1190 Bagging Float Feeder (3.6m) £105.00

“An incredibly versatile  
rod - for less than £100 it’s superb”  
Jamie Masson
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POWERLITEFEEDER RODS

POWERLITE FEEDER SYSTEM

Features
• EVA twist grips and top quality full cork handles
• High quality SIC single leg lined guides throughout
• Quality graphite screw reel fittings
• Supplied in quality rod bag • Folding hook keeper ring

Through Action

Recommended casting weight: 70g - 140g

Recommended line rating: 3lbs - 8lbs

Weight: 554g inc tips

More and more anglers want a feeder rod that will cover lots of 
different situations, well here it is. The Powerlite Feeder System 
has been manufactured utilising the ‘radial carbon’ process, 
which refuses to lock up under the most extreme pressure. This 
awesome system offers a combination of 11’, 12’ and 13’ rods. 
With 3 butt sections, 2 middles, 2 carrier sections and 6 carbon 
tips, you can now set up two rods, at two different lengths. The 
11ft version is the perfect bream and skimmer rod, while the 
12ft and 13ft versions are perfect for casting medium method 
feeders on commercials, or maggot feeders to the far bank on 
rivers.

Each carbon tip has been carefully graded to marry the action 
perfectly. Finished in a deep black finish, with black whippings 
and silver/grey tippets. Single leg SIC lined guides throughout, 
a folding hook keeper ring and an EVA top twist grip is fitted to 
the full cork handle. 

Code Model RRP

A1075 Powerlite Feeder System £199.99

A1076 No.1 Quiver Tip £15.99

A1077 No.2 Quiver Tip £15.99

A1078 No.3 Quiver Tip £15.99

A1079 No.4 Quiver Tip £15.99

A1080 No.5 Quiver Tip £15.99

A1081 No.6 Quiver Tip £15.99

The Barbel Specialist 12ft is a traditional Avon style rod with 
a progressive through action. This makes it the ideal tool for 
tackling large barbel and chub. The ‘Specialist’ is supplied 
with 3 top sections, one is a quiver top with 3 push-in tips, the 
other 2 tops are hollow and rated at powerful 1.25lb and 1.5lb 
test curves. With the quiver section fitted, this rod can be used 
for tench and specimen bream. Whilst the 1.25lb tip will allow 
you to use mainlines down to 4lb, the heavier tip will cope with 
mainlines up to 15lb for larger barbel and carp in weedy swims.

BARBEL SPECIALIST 12FT
Power through Action
Recommended casting weight: 110g +

Recommended line rating: 4lbs - 15lbs

Weight: 240g

Features
• EVA top twist grip and full cork handle  
• High quality lined guides throughout
• Quality graphite screw reel fitting • 3 graded quiver tips 
• Supplied in quality rod bag • Folding hook keeper ring

Code Model RRP

A860 Barbel Specialist 12ft (3.6m) £132.00

A861 Light Quiver Tip £9.99

A862 Medium Quiver Tip £9.99

A863 Heavy Quiver Tip £9.99

POWERLITE MULTI-TIP 12FT

Features
• EVA twist grips and top quality full cork handles
• High quality SIC single leg lined guides throughout
• Quality graphite screw reel fittings
• Supplied in quality rod bag • Folding hook keeper ring

Through Action

Recommended casting weight: 70g - 90g

Recommended line rating: 3lbs - 8lbs

Weight: 205g inc tips

 We felt it was a shame for anglers who didn’t want a complete 
feeder rod system to miss out on the performance of the 
Powerlite range . So, we introduced the popular 12ft length on 
its own and it has been a proven seller ever since. 

Supplied with six carbon tips, each one has been carefully 
graded to blend in with the blank perfectly and the selection 
provides you with the ideal rod for targeting either stillwater 
bream, commercial fishery carp or river chub. 

The Powerlite is a classy rod that has a superb action that’s 
suited to a variety of styles. If you’re looking for a new medium 
feeder rod but don’t want to break the bank for top-of-the-
range performance, this is the rod for you.

Code Model RRP

A1170 Powerlite 12ft Multi Tip (3.6m) £99.99

A1076 No.1 Quiver Tip £15.99

A1077 No.2 Quiver Tip £15.99

A1078 No.3 Quiver Tip £15.99

A1079 No.4 Quiver Tip £15.99

A1080 No.5 Quiver Tip £15.99

A1081 No.6 Quiver Tip £15.99

“The feeder rod to  
cover all situations”  

Denis White
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GENESISBLACK ICE RODS

NEW GENESIS BLACK ICE MATCH RODS

The ever popular Genesis brand has seen a massive revamp and upgrade for the forthcoming 
season. A combination of high modulus carbon, top specification fittings and the stunning new 
Black Ice carbon finish will make this family of rods one of the real success stories for 2008! 

Features
• Quality SIC single leg lined guides  
• High grade full cork handle• Quality graphite screw reel fitting
• EVA twist grip • Folding hook keeper • Engraved end cap
• Put over joints

Through Action

Recommended casting weight: 15g - 25g

Recommended line rating: 3lbs - 6lbs

Weight: 223g @ 12ft • 238g @ 13ft

These rods really are superb! The striking Black Ice finish 
combined with top quality fittings, rarely found at this price 
point, make these rods sure fire winners. Add the truly 
outstanding weight to balance ratios and you find yourself 
holding arguably the best value for money rods available to 
today’s angler. These rods possess the finesse needed for fine 
line stick float fishing but have more than enough backbone 
to cope with waggler fishing for today’s commercial carp. 
Available in both 12ft and 13ft lengths.

Code Model RRP

A1400 Genesis 13ft Match (3.9m) £59.99

A1405 Genesis 12ft Match (3.6m) £54.99

NEW GENESIS BLACK ICE MULTI TIP 12FT
The already successful Genesis family of rods has received a 
total upgrade for the forthcoming season. The striking Black 
Ice finish combined with top quality fittings, rarely found at this 
price point, make these rods sure fire winners. Add the truly 
outstanding weight to balance ratios and you find yourself 
holding arguably the best value for money rods available to 
today’s angler. This impressive rod is perfect for anglers who are 
looking for a tool that will easily cope with all modern day feeder 
fishing situations. Supplied with three carefully blended tips.

Features
• Quality SIC lined guides • High grade full cork handle
• Quality graphite screw reel fitting
• EVA twist grip • Folding hook keeper • Engraved end cap

Medium/Heavy Action

Recommended casting weight: 85g

Recommended line rating: 3lbs - 6lbs

Weight: 249g inc tips

Code Model RRP

A1410 Genesis 12ft Multi Tip (3.6m) £59.99

A1411 Soft Quiver Tip £12.99

A1412 Medium Quiver Tip £12.99

A1413 Heavy Quiver Tip £12.99

ABYSS RODS
New for 2008 is the Abyss range of rods. These rods represent the highest quality rods we 
have ever offered at this price level. Featuring striking graphics and quality fittings, these 
superb carbon rods need to be handled to be fully appreciated.

NEW ABYSS MATCH RODS Features
• Quality SIC single leg lined guides 
• Quality graphite screw reel fitting • EVA twist grip  
• Folding hook keeper • Engraved end cap • Full cork handle

Through Action

Recommended casting weight: 15g - 25g

Recommended line rating: 3lbs - 6lbs

Weight: 195g @ 12ft • 207g @ 13ft

The brand new range of Abyss rods offer unrivalled value 
for money in today’s marketplace. These incredible rods 
have the look and feel of rods costing three times their price. 
Manufactured from quality carbon, the weight and action of 
these rods is unbelievable at this price point.

Ideal all round float rod. The action lends itself perfectly to stick 
float and waggler fishing on rivers whilst the hidden power in 
the middle sections cope admirably with commercial carp.
Available in 12ft and 13ft lengths.

Code Model RRP

A1350 Abyss Match 12ft (3.6m) £29.99

A1355 Abyss Match 13ft (3.9m) £35.00

NEW ABYSS MULTI TIP 12FT
The brand new range of Abyss rods offer unrivalled value for 
money in today’s marketplace.These incredible rods have 
the look and feel of rods costing three times their price. 
Manufactured from quality carbon, the weight and action of 
these rods is unbelievable at this price point. Supplied with 
three carefully graded tips, this rod is designed as a true  
all-rounder and is especially well suited to deal with carp, chub 
and bream. 

Features
• Quality SIC lined guides • Quality graphite screw reel fitting
• EVA twist grip • Folding hook keeper • Engraved end cap

Through Action

Recommended casting weight: 85g

Recommended line rating: 3lbs - 8lbs

Weight: 216g inc tips

Code Model RRP

A1360 Abyss Multi Tip 12ft (3.6m) £39.99

A1361 Soft Quiver Tip £9.99

A1362 Medium Quiver Tip £9.99

A1363 Heavy Quiver Tip £9.99

“The Abyss rods are 
just incredible, I couldn’t 
believe the prices”  
Paul Boothby
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POWER LINE ROLLER
A specially designed line roller, which prevents 
line twist when casting and retrieving. Not 
only does this prevent line twist, but will also 
prolong the life span of the reel line.

INSTANT ANTI-REVERSE
Provides a higher work rate for less effort, with 
super smooth operating and minimal wear.

ANTI-TWIST ROTOR
Patented unique anti-twist rotor, which 
eliminates line twist, which is commonly found 
on reels. 

HIT & RUN SYSTEM
The Hit & Run System features a powerful 
main drag system for big fish. Simply adjust 
the rear drag to allow a running fish to take 
line. A quick turn of the handle or a flip of the 
switch quickly engages the front drag setting.

WORM SHAFT SYSTEM
Precision cut worm shaft system that 
significantly improves the reel’s smoothness 
and creates even line winding. 

CRANK OSCILLATING SYSTEM
The Tica patented Crank Oscillation System 
provides a way to wind the line on to the spool 
evenly. This system provides longer distance 
casting ability.

INTELLIGENT OSCILLATING SYSTEM
Simplifies the complexities of the even line 
winding function of the worm shaft system and 
combines it with the durability and reliabilty of 
the old oscillating gear system.

COMPUTER BALANCED ROTOR
Computer designed balanced rotor using the 
most up-to-date computer technology. 

MULTI-ANTI REVERSE
Multi-Anti Reverse is Tica’s patented design. 
This is an improved system with increased 
number of ‘stop points’ on the rotor. This 
improves the reel’s smoothness and prolongs 
the reel life.

FIGHTING LEVER
Fighting Lever drag allows you to pre-adjust a 
secondary drag system. This can then be used 
to control hard-fighting fish. 

POWER HANDLE KNOB
TICA patented design. Weighted soft touch 
handle knob provides a comfortable grip while 
playing big fish.

CYBERNETIC FRAME
The Cybernetic Integrated Frame System is a 
new spinning reel body construction, provides 
anglers with a reel that has superior design 
and performance.

TECHNOLOGYThe comprehensive range of Tica 
reels are exclusively distributed 
in the UK by Maver and has 
established itself as one of the 
leading brands for anglers looking 
for a combination of high build 
quality, features and affordability. 

The basic advantage of the ‘Tica’ 
brand is its high quality products at  
competitive prices. The moulds are 
manufactured by state of the art  
in-house Computer Numerical 
Control (CNC) machines. Mould 
design accuracy is much thinner 
than a human hair at 0.001mm. 
Each mould is examined in 3D 
graphics to check every detail of 
the design. The end result being an 
assurance of quality at the most 
competitive price points.

Constant innovation is paramount 
and Tica can now boast 6 individual 
patent designs within their reel 
production, with further innovation 
just around the corner.

With the increasing popularity of 
front drag reels, the new GA series 
has been added for 2008. With it’s 
smooth performance and shallow 
spools it is sure to find favour 
with anglers looking for top class 
performance at a reasonable price, 
definitely worth a closer look.
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REAR DRAGREELS

Code Model Weight RRP

C940 ET3550 288g £8.99

C942 ET3550 Spool £2.99

C960 LS3550 293g £12.99

C962 LS3550 Spool £2.99

ET & LS SERIES
A brilliant range of starter reels featuring a strong, high tensile 
body with a computer balanced rotor, folding handle and 
click on/off anti-reverse with 50 multi-stops. The gear ratio is 
a powerful 4.9:1 with strong gears which gives it a tough but 
smooth feel. Featuring a patented Crank Oscillation system, 
which provides a new method to wind the line evenly on 
the spool. This not only improves line lay, but also improves 
casting performance. Exceptional value for money.

• 4.9:1 Gear Ratio  • Crank Oscillating System 
• Ambidextrous Handle • Anti-Twist Line Roller  
• Computer Balanced Rotor • Multi Anti Reverse
• ET - 1 Ball Bearing • LS - 5 Ball Bearings
• Line Capacity: (ET3550 - 230m/4lb) (LS3550 - 230m/4lb)

GL SERIES

SD SERIES

GK/GS/GT SERIES
Take a look at these beauties and you would expect to pay 
a high price for exceptional quality and patented technology. 
Quality - yes, price - substantially below its nearest 
competitors. All are ideal for float, feeder and spin with a 
superb quality of build, perfect line lay and high speed retrieve. 
Supplied with extra graphite match spool. Each lightweight 
range is available in two popular sizes.

• Instant Anti-Reverse • Anti-Twist Titanium Line Roller  
• One Touch Removable Spool • Life Time Bail Spring  
• Intelligent Oscillating System • Ambidextrous Handle 
• Computer Balanced Anti-Twist Rotor 
• GK series features 2 Precision Stainless Steel Ball Bearings
• GS series features 4 Precision Stainless Steel Ball Bearings
• GT series features 6 Precision Stainless Steel Ball Bearings
• Line Capacity: 
 GK2550 - 205m/5lb, GK3050 - 183m/8lb
 GS2550 - 201m/6lb, GS3050 - 183m/8lb
 GT2550 - 201m/6lb, GT3050 - 183m/8lb

Code Model Weight RRP

C1150 GK2550H 300g £25.99

C1151 GK2550H Spool £2.99

C1155 GK3050H 335g £26.99

C1156 GK3050H Spool £2.99

C1160 GS2550H 300g £28.99

C1161 GS2550H Spool £2.99

C1165 GS3050H 335g £29.99

C1166 GS3050H Spool £2.99

C1170 GT2550H 300g £33.99

C1171 GT2550H Spool £2.99

C1175 GT3050H 335g £34.99

C1176 GT3050H Spool £2.99

A range of high quality rear drag reels, ideal for float, feeder 
and spin. Available in two popular sizes. Featuring 4 ball 
bearings and a superb quality of build. Lightweight and robust 
aluminium body. Excellent line lay and high speed retrieve. 
Supplied with a spare spool. 

• 4 Precision Stainless Steel Ball Bearings  
• Instant Anti-Reverse • Anti-Twist Line Roller  
• One Touch Removable Spool • Cybernetic Frame System  
• Ambidextrous Handle • Computer Balanced Anti-Twist Rotor 
• Intelligent Oscillating System 
• Line Capacity: (GL2550 - 173m/6lb) (GL3050 - 187m/8lb)

Code Model Weight RRP

C1180 GL2550 284g £42.99

C1181 GL2550 Match Spool £6.99

C1182 GL2550 Std. Spool £6.99

C1185 GL3050 312g £44.99

C1186 GL3050 Match Spool £6.99

C1187 GL3050 Std. Spool £6.99

Code Model Weight RRP

C970 SD3059H 350g £42.99

C971 SD3059H Spool £6.99

C975 SD3559H 364g £44.99

C976 SD3559H Spool £6.99

Features no less than 7 ball bearings with an extra mini bearing 
inside the line roller, a stainless steel titanium plated bail 
spring cover and a computer design balanced rotor minimising 
vibration. The fighting drag system makes playing fish off the 
drag a more realistic proposition and, to compliment this, the 
anti-reverse is instant, and has no play whatsoever. A reel for 
anglers who want the ultimate in performance. Supplied with 
extra graphite spool. 
• 7 Ball Bearings • Coiled Bail Spring • Fighting Lever Drag
• Anti-Twist, Titanium Plated Line Roller with 1 bearing
• Stainless Titanium Spool Lip • Worm Shaft System
• Computer Balanced • Instant Anti-Reverse 
• Lightweight body • Ambidextrous folding handle
• Line Capacity: (SD3059 - 200m/8lb) (SD3559 - 250m/10lb)

“A range of reels that combines high 
build quality, features and affordability”  
Andy Kinder
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FRONT DRAGREELS
SS SERIES

Code Model Weight RRP

C1200 SS2500 300g £49.99

C1201 SS2500 Spool £6.99

C1205 SS3500 405g £51.99

C1206 SS3500 Spool £6.99

C1210 SS4000 405g £52.99

C1211 SS4000 Spool £6.99

These stunning reels are ideal for all float, feeder and spin 
work. Featuring no less than 6 ball bearings, and a precise front 
drag, these reels are incredibly smooth with excellent line lay. 
Supplied with a spare spool and extra body panels to change 
the colour to blue. Incredible quality and value.

• 6 Ball Bearings • Mini Bearing In Line Roller  
• Power Line Roller • Anti-Twist, Titanium Plated Line Roller  
• Ambidextrous Handle • Instant Anti-Reverse  
• Computer Balanced Rotor   
• Line Capacity: (SS2500 - 200m/6lb) (SS3500 - 200m/10lb)
  (SS4000 - 237m/12lb)

NEW GA SERIES
New lightweight, compact front drag reels featuring 4 ball 
bearings. The quality of build is superb, as is the line lay and 
high speed retrieve. Featuring shallow spools and patented 
technology. Available in two popular sizes. Supplied with a 
spare spool as standard. Certain to find favour with anglers 
looking for a smooth high class reel at a reasonable price.

• 4 Ball Bearings • Intelligent Oscillating System 
• Instant Anti-Reverse • Aluminium Body
• Computer Balanced • Cybernetic Frame System
• Rust Resistant Bearing • Ambidextrous folding handle
• Line Capacity: (GA2500 - 100m/4lb) (GA3000 - 110m/5lb)

GT SERIES

Code Model Weight RRP

C1010 GT4000H 443g £32.99

C1011 GT4000H Spool £6.99

C1015 GT7000H 705g £38.99

C1016 GT7000H Spool £6.99

The precise front drag offers assured fish playing off the clutch 
and the computer balanced rotor and 6 ball bearings make this 
reel a top performer. Other features include a long cast spool 
for maximum casting performance. Supplied with a spare 
graphite spool as standard.

• 6 Ball Bearings • Worm Shaft System  
• Stainless Titanium Spool Lip • Instant Anti-Reverse 
• Anti-Twist, Titanium Plated Line Roller  
• Computer Balanced Rotor  
• Aluminium Spool • Ambidextrous folding handle  
• Line Capacity: (GT4000 - 250m/14lb) (GT7000 - 290m/20lb)

Code Model Weight RRP

C1215 GA2500 260g £42.99

C1216 GA2500 Match Spool £6.99

C1217 GA2500 Std. Spool £6.99

C1220 GA3000 315g £44.99

C1221 GA3000 Match Spool £6.99

C1222 GA3000 Std. Spool £6.99

“A new classy reel, with superb smooth 
action and excellent cranking power”  
Denis White
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FREE SPOOL& SPECIMEN REELS
A range of great value, high quality reels, featuring the 
impressive Tica Hit and Run System. The GR series will appeal 
to both the modern match angler as well as the conventional 
carp angler. The long cast spool and excellent line lay maximise 
casting distance. Incredible quality at a price well below its true 
value.

• 4 Precision Stainless Steel Ball Bearings  
• Hit & Run System • Intelligent Oscillating System  
• Ambidextrous Handle • Anti-Twist Titanium Line Roller  
• One Touch Removable Spool • Instant Anti-Reverse 
• Computer Balanced Anti-Twist Rotor  
• Line Capacity: (GR3507 - 200m/10lb) (GR4507 - 260m/12lb)

• 7 Ball Bearings • Free Spool System • Aluminium Spool 
• Mini Bearing In Line Roller • Balanced Rotor and Handle
• Anti-Twist Titanium Plated Line Roller  
• Worm Shaft System • Stainless Titanium Spool Lip   
• Computer Balanced Rotor • Instant Anti-Reverse  
• Ambidextrous Folding Handle • Hit and Run System  
• Line Capacity: (SR3007 - 200m/8lb) (SR3507 - 250m/10lb)  
  (SR4007 - 280m/12lb) (SR4507 - 300m/14lb)  
  (SR5007 - 280m/17lb) (SR6007 - 250m/20lb)

GR SERIES

Code Model Weight RRP

C1190 GR3507 349g £45.99

C1191 GR3507 Alum. Spool £6.99

C1195 GR4507 468g £46.99

C1196 GR4507 3 in 1 Spool  £6.99

SR SERIES

Code Model Weight RRP

C1020 SR3007 366g £52.99

C1021 SR3007 Alum. Spool £6.99

C1025 SR3507 368g £53.99

C1026 SR3507 Alum. Spool  £6.99

C1030 SR4007 503g £54.99

C1031 SR4007 3 in 1 Spool £6.99

C1035 SR4507 513g £55.99

C1036 SR4507 3 in 1 Spool £6.99

C1040 SR5007 644g £58.99

C1041 SR5007 Alum. Spool £6.99

C1045 SR6007 672g £59.99

C1046 SR6007 Alum. Spool £6.99

The Tica Sportera Hit & Run reel offers modern match and 
carp anglers everything they could possibly want. The Hit & 
Run system provides a free spool facility, whilst the long cast 
spool and excellent line lay maximises casting distance. Most 
importantly the drag system for playing fish is at the front not 
the rear, giving precise control whilst playing fish. Featuring 7 
ball bearings, 2 in the handle and a mini bearing in the power 
line roller and balanced handle, the Sportera series is incredibly 
smooth and totally reliable. The instant anti-reverse prevents 
any free play in the handle making fish playing instant and 
precise. Whilst the stainless main shaft and worm gearing are 
tough enough for all sizes of fish. Supplied with a spare spool.

The GF Series is designed for long-range fishing. The large, 
long cast spool and excellent line lay combine to maximise 
casting potential, whilst the 7 ball bearings, computer balanced 
rotor and worm shaft system ensures the reel is superbly 
smooth and efficient. The 4.1:1 gear ratio makes retrieve 
quick whilst the anti-twist line roller (with mini bearing inside) 
prevents excessive line twist. The front drag and instant  
anti-reverse also make fish playing very precise. Supplied with 
a spare spool.

• 4.1:1 Gear Ratio • Computer Balanced • Worm Shaft System 
• Power knob Handle • Instant Anti-Reverse • 7 Ball Bearings  
• Long Cast Aluminium Spool • Ambidextrous Folding Handle 

GF SERIES

Code Model Weight RRP

C1120 GF8000 619g £59.99

C1130 No.2 Spool (Fibre) £10.99

C1131 No.3 Spool (Fibre) £10.99

C1132 No.4 Spool (Alum.) £10.99

C1133 No.5 Spool (Alum.) £10.99

C1134 No.8 Spool (Alum.) £10.99

TF SERIES
The Abyss TF series offers the modern carp angler everything he 
could ever want. There is nothing that compares to the Abyss’ 
build, technology and immense cranking capability. The Tica Hit 
& Run System offers a free spool facility and the long cast spool, 
with excellent line lay ensuring maximum casting performance 
every time. The Abyss is incredibly smooth and totally reliable, 
thereby putting the angler in total control all the time. The 9 ball 
bearings, power line roller, worm gear system, anti-twist rotor, 
and anti-twist line roller ensure that this reel performs to its 
maximum efficiency. Supplied with a spare spool. 

Code Model Weight RRP

C1140 TF9007 726g £89.99

C1141 No.8 Spool £14.99

C1142 No.10 Spool £14.99

C1143 No.12 Spool £14.99

• 9 Precision Stainless Steel Ball bearings  
• 4.1:1 Gear Ratio • Computer Balanced Rotor
• Life Time Bail Spring •  Anti-twist Rotor
• Aluminium T Shape Handle Arm with 2 Stainless Steel
 Bearings • Instant Anti-Reverse • Ambidextrous Handle
• Titanium Anti-Twist Line Roller with Stainless Steel
 Bearing • Long Shaft for Even Line Wind
• Forged Aluminium Spool •  Lightweight Strong Body
• Cybernetic Aluminium Frame

“The GF is a superb lightweight reel, 
with fantastic quick adjustment drag. 
All for just £59.99.”  
Derek Ritchie
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The hugely popular Club & Pro seatboxes were one of the 
industries success stories in 2007, selling in huge quantities. 
The addition of a footplate to the Pro seatbox package makes 
it even better value for money for the forthcoming season.

Two new boxes have been added at key price points, that 
must be seen to be believed! The MX1000 and MX3000 offer 
style, practicality, superb build quality and incredible value for 
money.

The MX1000 package includes a footplate and a side tray 
with bowl that stores under the box for simple transportation. 
Combine these practical innovations with a drawer 
configuration that includes cross and front drawers, a 4” 
base unit for reel storage plus the looks to grace the biggest 
matches and you come up with a ‘must have’ product for 2008!

The awesome new MX3000 package utilises a height 
adjustable inner frame, double extending square legs, cassette 
style footplate and a removable base unit. Add a wheel kit and 
handle that is supplied free of charge and you have arguably 
the most desirable box on the market for 2008!

Additional box attachments have been incorporated into the 
range and by using clever leg fittings, they can be used on the 
majority of our competitors boxes.
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MX3000 
SEATBOX

The awesome new MX3000 modular system is certain to turn 
a few heads in 2008. Offering a modern, stylish and practical 
seatbox that also represents excellent value for money. The 
upper body comprises of full width cross drawer, one deep 
and two shallow front drawers, plus a winder storage tray 
under the padded pole seat and an additional storage tray. 
The removable lower body comprises of full width drawer and 
two storage trays. The seat height is fully adjustable meaning 
it can be tailored to suit each angler. Featuring a cassette style 
footplate and double extending legs throughout. Supplied with 
a fully adjustable and padded shoulder strap.

NEW MX3000 MODULAR SEATBOX

SUPPLIED WITH 
WHEEL KIT 

FREE OF CHARGE

Code Model RRP

L470 MX3000 Seatbox £349.99

Cassette style footplate

Large adjustable  
swivel mud feet

Height adjustable frame

One deep and two 
shallow front drawers

Padded pole seat with 
winder storage underneath

Full width cross drawer

Removable base unit  
with two storage trays 
and a full width drawer

Square leg system with 
double extending legs 
throughout
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MX1000 
SEATBOX

NEW MX1000 SEATBOX

Code Model RRP

L460 MX1000 Seatbox £199.99

The stunning MX1000 offers incredible value for money. The 
smart stylish looks, combined with the practical features makes 
this a must have item for 2008.

Featuring a padded pole seat with winder storage underneath. 
A full width cross drawer, one deep and two shallow front 
drawers and a 4” base storage unit.

The square leg system combined with the large adjustable 
swivel mudfeet make this lightweight box ultra stable.

Supplied complete with a free footplate, and a side tray and 
bowl that stores away neatly under the seatbox.
 
Supplied with a fully adjustable and padded shoulder strap.

Large adjustable  
swivel mud feet

Supplied with footplate

One deep and two 
shallow front drawers

Padded pole seat with 
winder storage underneath

Full width cross drawer

Supplied with free side tray 
and bowl. Stores neatly 
under the seatbox

4” base storage unit

SUPPLIED WITH FREE FOOTPLATE PLUS 
A SIDE TRAY & BOWL
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PRO SEATBOX CLUB SEATBOX

•  Padded pole seat 
•  Square leg system with large adjustable  
 mud feet for extra stability
•  Winder tray beneath the seat
•  Quick release hinges that enables the  
 angler to access the box from either side.
•  Two front drawers with locking magnet  
 back catches
•  Large base storage compartment
•  Heavy duty frame
•  Lightweight
•  Carry handles with deluxe padded strap
•  Footplate

Code Model RRP

L425 Pro Seatbox & Footplate £159.99

NOW SUPPLIED 
WITH A FOOTPLATE 

WORTH £49.99

Last year our market research told us that 
these boxes would take the seatbox market 
by storm, and they certainly did, selling in 
huge quantities! Now even better value, being 
supplied with a footplate.

•  Padded pole seat 
•  Square leg system with large adjustable  
 mud feet for extra stability
•  Winder tray beneath the seat
•  Quick release hinges that enables the  
 angler to access the box from either side.
•  Large base storage compartment
•  Heavy duty frame
•  Lightweight
•  Carry handles with deluxe padded strap

Code Model RRP

L420 Club Seatbox £99.99

Incredible value for money. The Club seatbox 
sold in massive quantities throughout the 
whole of 2007 and looks set to continue its 
popularity in 2008. 

Code Size RRP

L426 Front Drawer Unit £44.99

L427 Cross Drawer Unit £44.99

L430 Universal Footplate £49.99

L440 Square Leg & Mudfoot (Pair) £19.99

L445 Shoulder Strap £10.99

L446 Spare Hinge £2.99

L447 Spare Thumbwheel £2.99

L448 Pole Seat £19.99

L475 Telescopic Leg & Mudfoot (Pair) £24.99

L394 Seatbox Cover £10.99

PRO SEATBOX CLUB SEATBOX

PRO/CLUB SEATBOX ACCESSORIES

Cross Drawer UnitFront Drawer Unit

Seatbox Cover
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SEATBOX ATTACHMENTS
A new comprehensive range of high quality, sensibly priced seatbox attachments, that are fully 
compatible with the entire Maver seatbox range, as well as most other box systems.

NEW MX KEEPNET ARMS
Two new keepnet arms, available in two 
sizes, short 12cm, and long 25cm. The 
clever leg fitting allows them to be used 
on the vast majority of seatboxes.
Product codes:  
L480 - Short, L481 - Long

NEW MX UMBRELLA ARM
New high quality umbrella arm. 
Measuring 29cm and featuring the clever 
leg fitting allowing it to be used on the 
majority of leg systems. 
Product code: L484 

New accessory arm complete with 2 mini 
banksticks. The two inverted holes make 
it suitable for attaching a bait waiter or 
windsock and a keepnet.
Product code: L482

NEW MX ACCESSORY ARM
& 2 MINI BANKSTICKS

Code Model RRP

L490 Pole Roost Attachment £24.99

Code Model RRP

L495 Spray Bar Pole Support £24.99

NEW MX POLE ROOST BOX 
ATTACHMENT
Lightweight pole roost box attachment, supplied with two 6 dip 
keyhole roosts. The front bankstick is telescopic, with a hard 
point, providing additional support to the main bar. A value 
for money way of keeping your precious top kits out of harms 
way. The clever leg fitting allows this attachment to fit most leg 
systems on the market.

NEW MX SPRAY BAR POLE 
SUPPORT
This new universal spray bar pole support will fit the vast 
majority of boxes with standard square legs due to the ability 
to quickly change the width. Extremely stable, lightweight 
and fully height adjustable making it suitable for all types of 
pole fishing. The EVA pole support is profiled making pole 
positioning precise. Makes fishing long lengths for extended 
periods much easier, leaving your hands free for feeding.

Code Model RRP

L435 Aluminium Side Tray £19.99

ALUMINIUM SIDE TRAY
Lightweight aluminium side tray, that will easily accommodate 
a number of bait tubs and accessories. The punched holes 
stop the tray from filling with water in bad weather conditions.

Code Model RRP

L500 MX Side Tray & 2 Bowls £29.99

NEW MX SIDE TRAY & 2 BOWLS
A new clever side tray, that comes complete with two plastic 
bowls that store neatly under the tray. Meaning you can keep your 
bait dry and away from the elements in bad conditions.

Code Model RRP

L485 MX Feeder Arm £15.95

NEW MX UNIVERSAL FEEDER ARM
New lightweight yet sturdy telescopic feeder arm, with stunning 
carbon effect finish to match the new MX seatboxes. Supplied 
with an angled attachment for use with rod rests without an  
in-built angle lock. Featuring the clever leg fitting making it 
suitable for most leg systems.

Code Model RRP

S355 Bait Brolly £19.99

NEW BAIT BROLLY
New large bait brolly. Measuring 40” square making it perfect 
for covering even the biggest of side trays. One of the biggest 
hates of most match anglers is fishing under an umbrella, with the 
additional size provided this brolly is ideal for keeping the worst of 
the weather off you whilst not hampering your fishing at all. The 
brolly also features the clever two-tilt system as found on the full 
size pole shipper and system umbrellas.

NEW MX MINI BANKSTICKS
Pack of two mini banksticks, measuring 
16cm, suitable for a wide range of 
applications. Product code: L483
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A comprehensive range of high quality polyester and rubber 
coated keepnets and landing nets. All our production is 
fully ‘Angling Foundation’ approved and complete with the 
foundation approved ‘kite mark’.

All our nets are designed to take heavy weights of commercial 
carp, having tough alloy frames ensuring the nets sink and 
stand up to the every day strain of large commercial catches.

To further improve our comprehensive range of highly 
competitive nets, we have introduced Protector Frame 
technology to our collection of keepnets.

The Protector Frame will protect the keepnet mesh from 
rubbing and wearing on rough lake or river beds, making worn 
corners a thing of the past!

This type of frame also helps to ensure that the keepnet stays 
upright, particularly useful when drying your nets. 

As with all of Maver’s keepnets the bottom three rings have 
been reduced in size enabling them to be easily pulled through 
when weighing in. All Protector Frame keepnets have a 
different coloured third ring to allow simple identification.
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KEEPNETS

Superb polyester fabric keepnets in fine carp mesh. Featuring 
new angle lock, strong alloy frames with the last three rings 
reduced in size for easy weighing and ‘D’ rings at the base for 
easy staking out. Frame size 50cm x 40cm.

Perfect as a second net on commercial fisheries, due to the 
carp sacking on the two bottom rings. Manufactured from high 
quality fish friendly polyester micro mesh. Quality multi-tilt 
angle lock and strong alloy frames. Frame size 45cm x 35cm.

Angling Foundation approved rubberized keepnet, featuring a 
new quality angle lock mechanism, strong alloy frames with the 
last three rings reduced in size for easy weighing and ‘D’ rings 
at the base for easy staking out. 
Frame size 50cm x 40cm.

Angling Foundation approved keepnet, featuring a new mesh 
that retains far less water. Strong alloy frames throughout with 
the last three rings reduced in size for easy weighing and ‘D’ 
rings at the base for easy staking out.  
Frame size 50cm x 40cm

CARP MESH KEEPNET MICRO-MESH/CARP-SACK KEEPNET

Code Model RRP

E271 3.0m Micromesh Keepnet £26.99

RUBBERIZED KEEPNET 

Code Model RRP

E320 3.0m Rubberized Keepnet £49.95

MATCH THIS SHAKE DRY KEEPNET

Code Model RRP

E310 3.0m Shake Dry Keepnet £29.99

E311 2.5m Shake Dry Keepnet £27.99

PROTECTOR
FRAME KEEPNETS

NEW PROTECTOR FRAME CARP MESH 
KEEPNET

Code Model RRP

E330 Protector Frame Carp Mesh Keepnet £39.99

NEW PROTECTOR FRAME MICRO-MESH/
CARP-SACK KEEPNET

Code Model RRP

E331 Protector Frame Micro-Mesh/Carp-
Sack Keepnet

£35.00

NEW PROTECTOR FRAME RUBBERIZED 
KEEPNET

Code Model RRP

E332 Protector Frame Rubberized Mesh 
Keepnet

£59.99

A new range of keepnets featuring the 
innovative Protector Frame technology, 
meaning no more worn corners on your 
keepnet. The Protector Frame will protect the 
keepnet mesh from the rough lake or river bed. 
The frame also helps to ensure the keepnet 
stays upright, particularly useful when drying 
your nets. The bottom three rings have been 
reduced in size enabling them to easily be 
pulled through when weighing in. The third 
ring is also a different colour to allow easy 
identification. Available in three mesh variations.

E330  Protector Frame Carp 
Mesh Keepnet

E331  Protector Frame Micro-Mesh Keepnet

E332  Protector Frame  
Rubberized Keepnet

Size: 50cm x 40cm x 3.0m

Size: 45cm x 35cm x 3.0m

Size: 50cm x 40cm x 3.0m

Registered Design No. 
000779836-001 to -003.
Design rights enforced.

Code Model RRP

E264 2.5m Carp Mesh Keepnet £27.99

E265 3.0m Carp Mesh Keepnet £29.99
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NET SETS

Fantastic net set for the modern angler available in either the 
Platinum or Team Maver livery. Set comprises:
• 50cm x 40cm x 3.0m Keepnet 
• Oval polyester 45cm Landing Net
• Single Stink Bag

Simply the best net set for the modern commercial angler.  
Available in either the Platinum or Team Maver livery. Set 
comprises:
• 50cm x 40cm x 3.0m Keepnet 
• 45cm x 35cm x 3.0m Micro Mesh Keepnet
• Oval polyester 45cm Landing Net
• Double Compartment Stink Bag

A fantastic selection of the best net sets available. All featuring Angling Foundation 
approved nets that are totally carp-friendly. 

Code Model RRP

E285 Team Maver Matchmans Net Set £45.00

E315 Platinum Matchmans  
Net Set

£45.00

Code Model RRP

E280 Team Maver Commercial Combo Net 
Set

£69.99

E316 Platinum Commercial Combo Net 
Set

£69.99

COMMERCIAL COMBO NET SET

MATCHMAN’S NET SET

EVA hand grip with stainless steel hook for scales. Supplied 
with screw thread and locking nut for attaching to support arm.  

With big carp weights being common place, Maver have 
introduced two weigh nets purposely designed to stand the 
strain of modern commercial match angling. 

Both nets are fish friendly with a strong but lightweight alloy 
frame with a unique folding device closing the purse. Two metal 
pyramid weigh clips complete the best design of weigh nets 
currently available. 

Available in rubber coated and standard polyester options.

Size: 65cm x 50cm x 48cm deep.

The Maver Quick Release Adaptor is the perfect accessory 
for today’s match angler. With this clever little adaptor there is 
no need to keep unscrewing your keepnet or any other screw 
thread accessory. Quick and easy to use, simply pull down the 
collar to release the adaptor.  

Code Product

J585 Quick Release Adaptor

QUICK RELEASE ADAPTORCode Product

J650 Weigh Net Support Arm

Lightweight, but extremely strong banksticks with a unique 
ribbed construction, making them almost impossible to bend. 
Moulded head with brass screw fitting and hard, conical points. 

Code Product

D161 30” Bankstick

D162 40” Bankstick

JURASSIC BANKSTICKS

WEIGH NETS
& ACCESSORIES

WEIGH NETS

Code Product RRP

E325 Rubberized Weigh Net £14.99

E326 Polyester Weigh Net £12.99

WEIGH NET SUPPORT ARM
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LANDING NETS& HANDLES

A strong, high modulus carbon, 3 piece take apart handle. The 
top 2 sections measure 2.7m making it ideal for commercials, 
whilst at its full length it is ideal for weedy river pegs and high 
banks. Quality brass threads.

Manufactured from fish friendly polyester, fishery approved 
labelling and strong spreader block. Strong, lightweight, alloy 
frames. Quality brass threads. Simply the best looking match 
landing nets on the market. 

Manufactured from rubberized fish friendly polyester, fishery 
approved and with a strong spreader block. Featuring an 
innovative protector frame that stops the net from fraying 
around the frame, but also stops any damage to your line when 
unhooking fish. Quality brass threads. Angling Foundation 
approved.  

Code Product RRP

E299 30cm Rubberized Net £10.99

E300 40cm Rubberized Net £11.99

E301 45cm Rubberized Net £12.99

RUBBERIZED LANDING NETS WITH  
PROTECTOR FRAME

D FRAME MATCH LANDING NETS

Code Product RRP

E305 40cm D Frame Net £9.99

E306 50cm D Frame Net £10.99

Manufactured from fish-friendly black polyester, fishery 
approved labelling and with strong spreader block. Strong, 
lightweight, alloy frames with unique part round and flat frame 
construction making them almost impossible to bend. Quality 
brass threads. The best for match carp fishing.  
 

Code Product RRP

E275 45cm Oval Carp Net £9.99

E276 55cm Oval Carp Net £10.99

OVAL CARP LANDING  NETS
Manufactured from ultra fine polyester material. Very fish 
friendly as the dorsal fin on carp will not hang up in this special 
mesh. Strong half round black frame construction making this 
match net virtually impossible to bend. Brass threads. Angling 
Foundation approved.  

SILVER FISH PAN NETS

Code Product RRP

E290 30cm Silver Fish Net £7.99

E291 40cm Silver Fish Net £9.99

Very strong, lightweight competition handles. Produced  
from ‘Action Glass’ with brass thread and telescopic joints, 
these landing net handles are virtually indestructible. 

IRON ARM LANDING NET HANDLE

Code Product RRP

D115 2.0m Iron Arm £10.99

D116 3.0m Iron Arm £12.99

D150 2.7m Jurassic Power £39.99

D155 3.3m Abyss 2000 £49.99

D190 4.0m Jurassic Reach £59.99

Very strong, high modulus carbon 2 piece take-apart handle 
with an additional short section for easy placement of carp into 
the keepnet. Brass threaded and pinned for extra strength. 

JURASSIC POWER LANDING NET HANDLE

The Abyss match landing net handle is a fully take-apart 
carbon handle. Super slim and perfectly balanced, super 
smooth finish, with put over joints, and quality brass thread.

ABYSS 2000 LANDING NET HANDLE

JURASSIC REACH LANDING NET HANDLE
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Maver’s reputation for producing top quality luggage at highly 
competitive prices has been enhanced further for 2008, with 
the introduction of the new Team Maver range.

The classic green match luggage has received a major face lift 
for the 2008 season. A highly impactive appearance has been 
achieved whilst retaining the classic Team Maver colours. 

This stylish luggage range has been manufactured from a 
combination of 900 denier and 600 denier fabrics making 
each item highly durable. Featuring heavy duty zips, quick 
release ratchet buckles, heavily padded straps, ergonomically 
designed carry handles and fully reinforced stress points. 

The colours used co-ordinate perfectly with the new range of 
Team Maver clothing.

The highly successful Platinum range, introduced in 2007, 
has proven itself to be one of the industries best sellers and 
continues for 2008.

Every attention to detail has been fully explored on both 
striking ranges.
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PLATINUM  LUGGAGE
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N310   Jumbo Carryall N309   Commercial Carryall

We believe that the Maver Platinum luggage is not only the best looking range of luggage ever 
produced, but it also provides the practicality demanded by today’s anglers. This stylish range 
is quality at its very best. Manufactured from a combination of 840D and a new lightweight 600D 
rip-stop fabric that has kept the unloaded weight to a minimum. Featuring heavy duty zips, and 
quick release ratchet buckles on the outer pockets, deluxe leather effect heavily padded straps 
and  ergonomically designed carry handles.

4 TUBE HOLDALL
Full length two way zip with padded shoulder strap and handle. 
Two external pockets with storm flaps and quick release 
ratchet buckles. Reinforced ribbed plastic base. Internal 
elasticated straps for 4 tubes. Ideal size for commercials.
185 x 21 x 15cm.

6 - 8 TUBE HOLDALL
Full length two way zip with padded shoulder strap and handle. 
Two external pockets with storm flaps and quick release 
ratchet buckles. Reinforced ribbed plastic base. Internal 
elasticated straps for up to 8 tubes. 
185 x 23 x 20cm

READY ROD HOLDALL
Double compartment reinforced ready rod holdall with two 
full length two way zips. Padded shoulder strap and handle.  
Reinforced plastic base. Will easily accommodate two 12ft 2 
piece rods and reels. 190 x 24 x 17cm.

COMMERCIAL CARRYALL
Designed for the angler who doesn’t carry so much gear. 
Reinforced waterproof base. Heavy duty two way zip. Large 
outer pocket for keepnets. Padded carry handle and shoulder 
strap. 
53 x 38 x 43cm.

8 - 10 TUBE HOLDALL
Full length two way zip with padded shoulder strap and handle. 
Two external pockets with storm flaps and quick release 
ratchet buckles. Reinforced ribbed plastic base. Internal 
elasticated straps for 10 tubes and padded divider for extra 
protection. 
185 x 26 x 20cm.

10 - 12 TUBE HOLDALL
Double compartment holdall with two full length two way zips. 
Padded shoulder strap and handle. Two external pockets with 
storm flaps and quick release ratchet buckles. Reinforced 
ribbed plastic base. Internal elasticated straps for 12 tubes and 
padded dividers for extra protection.
185 x 28 x 19cm.

JUMBO CARRYALL
Spacious carryall that will accommodate everything you will 
ever need. Reinforced waterproof base. Heavy duty two way 
zip. Large outer pocket for keepnets and two zipped side 
pockets. Padded carry handle and shoulder strap. 
60 x 38 x 47cm.

Code Model RRP

N300 4 Tube Holdall £35.00

Code Model RRP

N301 6 - 8 Tube Holdall £39.99

Code Model RRP

N302 8 - 10 Tube Holdall £49.99

Code Model RRP

N303 10 - 12 Tube Holdall £59.99

Code Model RRP

N305 Ready Rod Holdall £49.99

Code Model RRP

N309 Commercial Carryall £29.99

Code Model RRP

N310 Jumbo Carryall £39.99

“The Platinum luggage range is not only visually 
stunning, it also lives up to the demands of 
modern angling. Incredibly popular.”  
Paul Boothby
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PLATINUM  LUGGAGE

COOLER BAG
A compact cool bag perfect for carrying and keeping bait cool 
during the summer months. High quality zip and padded carry 
handle. Holds 6 two pint bait tubs.
36 x 25 x 20cm

Code Model RRP

N316 Cooler Bag £15.99

REEL CASE
Fully padded reel case with quality zip and rubber Maver logo.
19 x 8 x 18cm

Code Model RRP

N315 Reel Case £3.99

DOUBLE KEEPNET BAG
With the ever increasing demand for two keepnets on 
commercial fisheries this durable double compartment keepnet 
bag has been designed to accommodate two keepnets and 
landing nets with ease. All seams are fully sealed. High quality 
zips, padded carry handle and shoulder strap.
58 x 48 x 20cm

SINGLE KEEPNET BAG
This keepnet bag has been designed to comfortably house 
keepnets and landing nets preventing water escaping during 
transportation and storage. Sealed seams, quality zip and carry 
handles. Will accommodate the largest keepnets.
63 x 53 x 6.5cm

Code Model RRP

N312 Double Keepnet Bag £19.99

Code Model RRP

N311 Single Keepnet Bag £12.50

SUPER SEAL STINK BAG
A 100% water-tight and smell free stink bag. Manufactured 
from tough welded plastic. All seams are heat welded including 
the handle and strap fixings. Two way robust top zip with 
flat top cover. Detachable and fully adjustable shoulder 
strap. Plastic hand grips. The ideal watertight stink bag that 
eliminates smell and seepage during transportation. Will 
accommodate three keepnets plus a landing net.
60 x 53 x 20cm.

Code Model RRP

N317 Super Seal Stink Bag £24.99

BIGGER THAN OUR  
COMPETITORS MODELS
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TEAM MAVER  LUGGAGE
The classic Team Maver match luggage has received a major face-lift for the new season, which 
creates a very stylish look, whilst retaining the classic Team Maver colours. This stylish luggage 
range has been manufactured from a combination of 900 denier and 600 denier fabrics making 
each item highly durable. Featuring  heavy duty zips, quick release ratchet buckles on outer 
pockets, deluxe leather effect heavily padded straps and ergonomically designed carry handles.
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N348  Team Maver Groundbait Bowl Set N349 Team Maver Reel Case
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NEW TEAM MAVER POLE HOLDALL
Practical pole holdall with shoulder strap. Internal elasticated 
retainer loops for poles to 16m plus spare top kits, and base 
envelope to hold poles in position. 185 x 16 x 10cm.

Code Model RRP

N340 Pole Holdall £14.99

NEW TEAM MAVER 4 TUBE HOLDALL
Full length two way zip with padded shoulder strap and handle. 
Two external pockets with storm flaps and quick release 
ratchet buckles. Reinforced ribbed plastic base. Internal 
elasticated straps for 4 tubes. Ideal size for commercials.
185 x 21 x 15cm.

Code Model RRP

N341 4 Tube Holdall £35.00

NEW TEAM MAVER 6 - 8 TUBE HOLDALL
Full length two way zip with padded shoulder strap and handle. 
Two external pockets with storm flaps and quick release 
ratchet buckles. Reinforced ribbed plastic base. Internal 
elasticated straps for up to 8 tubes. 185 x 23 x 20cm

Code Model RRP

N342 6 - 8 Tube Holdall £39.99

NEW TEAM MAVER 8 - 10 TUBE HOLDALL
Full length two way zip with padded shoulder strap and handle. 
Two external pockets with storm flaps and new release ratchet 
buckles. Reinforced ribbed plastic base. Internal elasticated 
straps for 10 tubes and padded divider for extra protection. 
185 x 26 x 20cm.

Code Model RRP

N343 8 - 10 Tube Holdall £45.00

NEW TEAM MAVER READY ROD HOLDALL
Double compartment reinforced ready rod holdall with two 
full length two way zips. Padded shoulder strap and handle.  
Reinforced plastic base. Will easily accommodate two 12ft 2 
piece rods and reels. 190 x 24 x 17cm.

Code Model RRP

N344 Ready Rod Holdall £49.99

NEW TEAM MAVER COMMERCIAL CARRYALL
Designed for the angler who doesn’t carry so much gear. 
Reinforced waterproof base. Heavy duty two way zip. Large 
outer pocket for keepnets. Padded carry handle and shoulder 
strap. 53 x 38 x 43cm.

Code Model RRP

N345 Commercial Carryall £29.99

NEW TEAM MAVER SINGLE KEEPNET BAG
This new keepnet bag has been designed to comfortably house 
keepnets and landing nets preventing water escaping during 
transportation and storage. Sealed seams, quality zip and carry 
handles. Will accommodate the largest keepnets. 
63 x 53 x 6.5cm

Code Model RRP

N346 Single Keepnet Bag £12.50

NEW TEAM MAVER DOUBLE KEEPNET BAG
With the ever increasing demand for two keepnets on 
commercial fisheries this durable double compartment keepnet 
bag has been designed to accommodate two keepnets and 
landing nets with ease. All seams are fully sealed. High quality 
zips, padded carry handle and shoulder strap. 58 x 48 x 20cm

Code Model RRP

N347 Double Keepnet Bag £19.99

NEW TEAM MAVER GROUNDBAIT BOWL SET
3 groundbait bowls in a heavy duty waterproof material. The 
largest has a zipped top and the two smaller ones fit neatly 
inside. A versatile piece of kit that has many uses including 
carrying dry or already mixed groundbait to the peg and 
keeping groundbait and other baits dry in wet weather.

Code Model RRP

N348 Groundbait Bowl Set £11.99

NEW TEAM MAVER REEL CASE
Fully padded reel case in the new Team Maver colours.

Code Model RRP

N349 Reel Case £3.99

“The classic Team Maver green luggage has 
always been very popular, this stylish new design 
takes it to the next level” Steve Mayo
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2007 saw the hugely successful launch of Maver waterproof 
clothing. The ranges have been increased and improved for 
2008 to include a brand new pole jacket, bib & brace, leisure 
jacket, branded shirts and new caps.

The massively popular Pro range has been enhanced further 
to include fully waterproof YKK zips and the addition of a 
detachable bib & brace to the trousers. 

The new waterproof bib & brace has been styled to allow it to 
be worn with any of Maver’s match jackets.

Maver’s new Pole Jacket and Team Lightweight Jacket are 
colour matched to the stunning new range of Team Maver 
Luggage.

Only the highest quality fabrics and materials are utilised in 
our ranges of garments, ensuring maximum protection and 
comfort for the angler.

All waterproof clothing has stitched seams fully waterproofed 
by a special tape. Please take the time to study the following 
specifications relating to this superb clothing range which is 
offered at highly competitive prices.
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PRO 2
CLOTHING

Code Product RRP

N570 Pro 2 Jacket Small £89.99

N571 Pro 2 Jacket Medium £89.99

N572 Pro 2 Jacket Large £89.99

N573 Pro 2 Jacket X Large £89.99

N574 Pro 2 Jacket XX Large £89.99

Code Product RRP

N575 Pro 2 Trousers Small £69.99

N576 Pro 2 Trousers Medium £69.99

N577 Pro 2 Trousers Large £69.99

N578 Pro 2 Trousers X Large £69.99

N579 Pro 2 Trousers XX Large £69.99

N580 Pro 2 Trousers XXX Large £69.99 WATERPROOF WIND PROOFBREATHABLE MOBILE PHONE
POCKET

5000gm/m25000mm

The popular Pro Clothing has been restyled 
for the forthcoming season. Manufactured 
using the very latest waterproof, breathable 
and windproof fabrics. The understated, 
subtle, high class appearance of this clothing 
combined with the technical and practical 
features incorporated makes this a ‘must 
have’ product for 2008.

FEATURES:

• Waterproof 5000mm  

• Breathable 5000mm  

• Windproof 

• Taped & stitched seams 

• Jackets and trousers available separately

• Detachable bib & brace on trousers

•  Trousers supplied with a belt

• Waterproof YKK zips 

• Adjustable peaked storm hood

• Jacket carries 7 pockets in total including concealed  

 mobile phone pocket

• Velcro wrapped neoprene storm cuffs

•  Comprehensive size range

NEW PRO 2 WATERPROOF JACKET

NEW PRO 2 WATERPROOF TROUSERS

Feature stylish and functional waterproof zips  
with top quality tape detailing
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MATCHCLOTHING

Code Product RRP

N500 Match Jacket Small £59.99

N501 Match Jacket Medium £59.99

N502 Match Jacket Large £59.99

N503 Match Jacket X Large £59.99

N504 Match Jacket XX Large £59.99

Code Product RRP

N595 Bib & Brace Small £39.99

N596 Bib & Brace Medium £39.99

N597 Bib & Brace Large £39.99

N598 Bib & Brace X Large £39.99

N599 Bib & Brace XX Large £39.99

N600 Bib & Brace XXX Large £39.99

Code Product RRP

N590 Team Pole Jacket Small £59.99

N591 Team Pole Jacket Medium £59.99

N592 Team Pole Jacket Large £59.99

N593 Team Pole Jacket X Large £59.99

N594 Team Pole Jacket XX Large £59.99

Superb range of waterproof pole jackets. Manufactured using 
waterproof, breathable and windproof fabrics, that combine 
with the new Match Bib & Brace. Colour matched with the all 
new Team Maver luggage range and incorporating the  
following practical features:

NEW TEAM MAVER WATERPROOF POLE JACKET

MAVER MATCH WATERPROOF JACKET

NEW MAVER WATERPROOF BIB & BRACE

The popular Maver Match clothing range has been 
expanded and improved for 2008. Now featuring 
a stylish Pole Jacket in the classic ‘Team Maver’ 
colours. The trousers have now been replaced with 
a genuine bib & brace. A great seller throughout 
2007 and looks to be even more popular for the 
forthcoming season.

• Waterproof 3000mm • Breathable 3000mm  
• Windproof • Taped & stitched seams  
• Adjustable concealed peaked storm hood
• 5 pockets including concealed mobile phone pocket

NEW TEAM MAVER WATERPROOF POLE JACKET

A massive seller in 2007, the Maver Match jackets are 
colour matched to the popular Platinum luggage range. 
Manufactured using waterproof, breathable and windproof 
fabrics. Incorporating the following features:

• Waterproof 3000mm • Breathable 3000mm  
• Windproof • Taped & stitched seams  
• Adjustable concealed peaked storm hood
• 8 pockets including concealed mobile phone pocket
• Velcro wrap inner storm cuffs  
• Generous cut for ease of movement

MAVER MATCH WATERPROOF JACKET

NEW MAVER WATERPROOF BIB & BRACE
High quality bib & brace, manufactured from waterproof, 
windproof and breathable fabrics. The subtle colour scheme 
and logo means it can be worn with any jacket in the Maver 
range. Available in arguably the widest size range available. 
Incorporating the following features:

• Waterproof 3000mm • Breathable 3000mm  
• Windproof • Taped & stitched seams  
• Semi elasticated waist • 2 waist pockets 
• Lined to the knee • Generous cut for ease of movement

Team Maver Waterproof  
Pole Jacket

Maver Match  
Waterproof Jacket

Maver Waterproof 
Bib & Brace

“The new pole jacket is 
smart, stylish and great 
value for money” 
Steve Mayo
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BRANDEDCLOTHING

Code Product RRP

N630 V Neck Shirt Medium £14.99

N631 V Neck Shirt Large £14.99

N632 V Neck Shirt X Large £14.99

N633 V Neck Shirt XX Large £14.99

Code Product RRP

N635 Polo Shirt Medium £15.99

N636 Polo Shirt Large £15.99

N637 Polo Shirt X Large £15.99

N638 Polo Shirt XX Large £15.99

Code Product RRP

N640 Club Shirt Medium £24.99

N641 Club Shirt Large £24.99

N642 Club Shirt X Large £24.99

N643 Club Shirt XX Large £24.99

Code Product RRP

N645 Lightweight Jacket Medium £39.99

N646 Lightweight Jacket Large £39.99

N647 Lightweight Jacket X Large £39.99

N648 Lightweight Jacket XX Large £39.99

NEW TEAM MAVER V NECK LEISURE SHIRT

NEW TEAM MAVER POLO SHIRT

NEW TEAM MAVER SHORT SLEEVED  
CLUB SHIRT

NEW TEAM MAVER LIGHTWEIGHT JACKET

Smart V neck leisure shirt, with large maver logo to front and 
back, 3 colour swoop to both sides and Maver logo to both 
sleeves. The perfect t-shirt for summer fishing, also suitable as 
a base layer for winter fishing.

Classy polo shirt with 3 colour swoop to both sides and Maver 
logo to left breast and right sleeve. Lightweight material makes 
this perfect for fishing during the summer months. 

Brushed cotton short sleeved club shirt. 3 colour swoop to 
both sides, large Maver embroidery to back, Maver logo on left 
chest. Perfect for angling clubs, shop wear and for the smarter 
angler. Featuring a pocket to the left chest.

Lightweight jacket, ideal for fishing during autumn, spring and 
summer. Featuring elasticated cuffs and waist. Colour matched 
to the new Team Maver luggage range and waterproof pole 
jacket.

Code Product RRP

N160 Polo Shirt Medium £12.99

N161 Polo Shirt Large £12.99

N162 Polo Shirt X Large £12.99

POLO SHIRT

“People have been 
asking for Maver t-shirts 
for a long time, now 
we have two modern, 
classy options” Jamie Masson
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ANCILLARYCLOTHING

Extremely smart and functional windproof fleece jacket. The 
understated, subtle, high class appearance of these jackets 
combined with the technical, practical features incorporated 
makes this another proven seller.

•  Windproof • Breathable • Showerproof
•  Soft anti-pilling 380gm2 polar fleece
•  Adjustable ‘draught excluder’ collar
•  Full zip closure with chin guard
•  4 pockets including two neat chest pockets
•  Double skin shoulder panels
•  Cord lock waist adjuster
•  Inner elasticated ribbed storm cuffs

FEATURES

A superb range of high quality waterproof terrain boots carrying 
subtle Maver branding. Thermolite™ lined for warmth and 
comfort allowing all year use. 

PRO FLEECE JACKET

Code Product RRP

N545 Pro Fleece Jacket Small £39.99

N546 Pro Fleece Jacket Medium £39.99

N547 Pro Fleece Jacket Large £39.99

N548 Pro Fleece Jacket X Large £39.99

N549 Pro Fleece Jacket XX Large £39.99

THERMOLITE TERRAIN BOOTS

Code Product RRP

N515 Terrain Boots Size 7 £39.99

N516 Terrain Boots Size 8 £39.99

N517 Terrain Boots Size 9 £39.99

N518 Terrain Boots Size 10 £39.99

N519 Terrain Boots Size 11 £39.99

N520 Terrain Boots Size 12 £39.99

Code Product RRP

N165 Peaked Cap - Khaki £3.99

N521 Peaked Cap - Grey £3.99

N522 Peaked Cap - Black £3.99

N523 Knitted Hat £5.99

N524 Neck Warmer £3.99

N525 Fleece Hat £4.99

N625 Peaked Pro Cap £4.99

N626 Team Maver Peaked Cap £4.99

N523 Knitted Hat N525 Fleece HatN524 Neck Warmer

N521 Peaked Cap Grey

N522 Peaked Cap Black

N165 Peaked Cap KhakiN625 Peaked Pro Cap N626 Team Maver Peaked Cap

NEW VELCRO TERRAIN BOOTS
A superb range of high quality waterproof terrain boots with 
velcro fastening for quick and easy application. Thermolite™ 
lined for warmth and comfort allowing all year use. 

Code Product RRP

N710 Terrain Boots Size 7 £39.99

N711 Terrain Boots Size 8 £39.99

N712 Terrain Boots Size 9 £39.99

N713 Terrain Boots Size 10 £39.99

N714 Terrain Boots Size 11 £39.99

N715 Terrain Boots Size 12 £39.99

“Lightweight, 
comfortable, well 
insulated and now quick 
fastening” Andy Kinder
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Here at Maver we are justifiably proud 
of our product range. We believe we 
offer top quality products at sensible 
prices and continue to strive to remain 
at the forefront of modern technology.
Of course, we would not be able to achieve such an 
impressive range of innovative, high quality products without 
serious hard work and the input from top match anglers like 
Denis White, Andy Kinder, Paul Boothby, Steve Mayo, Jamie 
Masson, Carl Jones and Craig O’Brien.

All new products are clearly highlighted with the ‘NEW’ icon 
to enable you to quickly identify product that you will not have 
previously viewed.

New products to note are three new patterns to the popular 
Match This hook range, a new in-line pole float within the 
Black Ice Carp collection, a comprehensive range of tackle 
and accessory boxes and an innovative new matchman’s 
trolley.
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LINE Dual Band monofilament is composed of two different lines which are actually fused 
together during the manufacturing process. The line is treated with an environmentally
friendly bio-resin and then coated with a special UV treatment to cut down damage 
from  harmful UV rays. The strength of this mono is nothing short of incredible, the knot 
strength is outstanding and the memory is virtually zero. Dual Band is the perfect hybrid 

between braid and mono. Very low stretch 
but remarkable linear strength with ultra-low 
diameters. Use as a main pole line for heaving 
big carp from weedbeds or as a reel line that 
offers punch on the cast but provides the 
qualities of braid for shy-biting skimmers. 
The larger sizes are certain to attract the carp 
angler who needs the perfect presentation 
backed up by supreme strength. Already a 
proven big seller. Don’t miss out. 150 metre 
spools.  
 

Biodegradable instant line sink.  Simply 
spray the reel spool to remove line grease. 
Floating lines will sink instantly without 
detrimental effect to the monofilament.  
Product code: J380

Genesis is the ideal pole rig main line.  It’s  
incredibly strong for its diameter with a  
very impressive knot strength. Its clear  
colour reduces its visibility and the 
controlled stretch acts as a shock 
absorber when large fish are hooked. 
Genesis is also the ideal hooklength. Fully  
endorsed and used widely by all the 
Barnsley Black team members and many 
other high profile match anglers.
• Very high linear strength  
• Above average knot strength  
• Perfect calibration • Neutral colour  
• Remarkable elasticity  
• Ultra low diameter • 150m spools  
  

GENESIS SMART

MAVER LINE SINK

Thanks to the low elasticity, high breaking strain and incredible 
knot strength, this co-polymer is designed to serve as a 
tippet or hooklength. Virtually invisible this clear, memory 
free hooklength performs at its best in clear water or where 
fish are extremely shy biting. Its hard surface provides high 
abrasion properties so is at its best where weed, mussels or 
sharp stones are present. As the breaking strain is slighly less 
than the Extreme II, this new hooklength becomes the perfect 
pole rig combination. 100% accurate by way of diameter and 
breaking strain. Supplied in neat 50 metre spools.  
 

GENESIS EXTREME II

GENESIS EXTREME HOOKLENGTH

Following on from the popular Genesis monofilament, the 
‘Extreme II’ boasts a number of additional features. This top 
quality mono has gone through a complex production process 
uniting the best attributes of two proven materials. The pure 
nylon core is coated with fluorocarbon so knot strength is 
incredible and linear strength outstanding, but remaining 
virtually invisible to shy biting fish. The fluorocarbon outer is 
fully waterproof, sealing the inner core, providing a smooth 
supple surface. The controlled elasticity allows for lightening 
quick reaction to shy bites. Ideal for reel and perfect for main 
pole rigs. Micrometer perfect and correct by way of stated 
breaking strains. Supplied in neat smaller 150 metre spools.  

JURASSIC II ‘THE DON’

500m SPOOLS 1000m SPOOLS 

300m SPOOLS 

This outstanding co-polymer is an unobtrusive red/brown 
colour purposely designed to cope with all the challenges  
of modern freshwater angling. The mono is ideal for carp, 
barbel, salmon and even specimen sea fish. It’s supple  
surface and extra low memory will enable the angler to 
cast extreme distances with ease. The relatively low stretch 
provides the correct sensitivity allowing the angler to set the 
hook home firmly. The controlled elasticity prevents hook 
pulls at the net. Incredible breaking strain and superb knot 
strength, this versatile line is resistant to weed, mussels and 
sharp edged rocks. Tested by Derek Ritchie, the mono has 
accounted for his personal best 44lb UK mirror carp. We are 
also informed that the first colour to become invisible to fish is 
red, need we say more other than tight lines!

Code Size

F270 0.10mm - 2.64lb

F271 0.12mm - 3.96lb

F272 0.14mm - 5.29lb

F273 0.16mm - 6.61lb

F274 0.18mm - 8.15lb

F275 0.20mm - 10.13lb

F276 0.22mm - 12.11lb

F277 0.25mm - 14.85lb

Code Size

F378 0.06mm - 1.1lb

F379 0.08mm - 1.5lb

F370 0.10mm - 2.1lb

F371 0.12mm - 3.2lb

F372 0.14mm - 4.1lb

F373 0.16mm - 5.6lb

F374 0.18mm - 7.0lb

F375 0.20mm - 8.6lb

F376 0.23mm - 9.8lb

F377 0.26mm - 12.6lb

Code Size

F380 0.10mm - 2.2lb

F381 0.12mm - 3.3lb

F382 0.14mm - 4.2lb

F383 0.16mm - 5.7lb

F384 0.18mm - 7.1lb

F385 0.20mm - 8.8lb

F386 0.23mm - 9.9lb

F387 0.26mm - 13.2lb

DUAL BAND

Code Size

F365 0.14mm - 6.0lb

F366 0.16mm - 7.90lb

F367 0.18mm - 10.0lb

F368 0.20mm - 12.5lb

F369 0.25mm - 18.7lb

Code Size

F390 0.18mm - 6.2lb

F391 0.20mm - 7.7lb

F392 0.23mm - 10.0lb

Code Size

F395 0.27mm - 12lb

F396 0.32mm - 15lb

F397 0.36mm - 20lb

Code Size

F400 0.27mm - 12lb

F401 0.32mm - 15lb

F402 0.36mm - 20lb

“Genesis Extreme performs 
so well, I can’t recommend it 
highly enough” Steve Mayo

“Jurassic II is such a  
multi-functional line, I have used 

the larger sizes for salmon fishing 
and use the smaller sizes on all 

of my reels” Denis White
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HOOKS
Designed and endorsed by UK 
champion Jamie Masson, the MT 
range of hooks has been designed 
specifically for commercial fisheries. 
We have only used a premium grade 
of high carbon steel, to ensure that 
the hooks remain super strong and, 
most importantly, seriously sharp. All 
hooks are chemically sharpened. 

MT2 (Match and chop)
This medium wire hook is perfect for 
maggot and worm fishing. A good  
all-rounder that’s very reliable and strong. 
Spade end and barbless  
 

Code Size

G805 10

G806 12

G807 14

G808 16

G809 18

MT3 (Forged)
A classic wide gape hook that is perfect 
for pellet, corn, meat and paste fishing. 
Strong forged pattern with a long  
in-turned point. Spade end and barbless.  
 

Code Size

G810 10

G811 12

G812 14

G813 16

G814 18

MT4 (Forged)
Same pattern as the MT3 but eyed. 
Perfect for pellet, corn, meat and paste 
fishing.  Eyed and barbless. Perfect for 
commercials where hair rigs are required.  
 

Code Size

G815 10

G816 12

G817 14

G818 16

G819 18

MT5 (Forged)
An incredibly strong barbless hook that is 
perfect for feeder or heavy pole fishing. 
Sizes 8 and 10 are eyed, perfect for 
hair rigging with the knotless knot when 
feeder fishing.  

Code Size

G820 8 eyed

G821 10 eyed

G822 12 spade

G823 14 spade

G824 16 spade

MT1 (All round match)
Fine wire but extremely strong. Use 
when conditions are difficult and carp 
are finicky, also ideal for caster fishing. 
Incredibly sharp point. Spade end wide 
gape and barbless.  

Code Size

G800 14

G801 16

G802 18

G803 20

G804 22

Code Size

G825 12

G826 14

G827 16

G828 18

G829 20

MT6
Size 12

MTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMT666666666666666666
hook series

MT6 - Ultra Sharp High Carbon Spade-end Hook

Wide gapeWide gapeWide gapeWide gapeWide gapeWide gapeWide gapeWide gapeWide gapeWide gapeWide gapeWide gapeWide gapeWide gapeWide gapeWide gapeWide gapeWide gapeWide gapeWide gapeWide gape

Inturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned pointInturned point

Strong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shankStrong wire shank

Drop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spadeDrop-back spade

NEW MT6 (Forged)
Nickel finish, wide gape hook with in-
turned point. The strong wire makes this 
pattern perfect for carp on the pole with 
pellets, meat or corn. Spade end and 
barbless.  

Code Size

G830 10

G831 12

G832 14

G833 16

G834 18

MT7
Size 10

EYED

MTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMT777777777777777777
hook series

MTMT7 - Ultra Sharp High Carbon Eyed-end Hook

In-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bendIn-turned bend

Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight 
pointpointpointpointpointpointpointpoint

Forged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shankForged wire shank

Straight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eye

NEW MT7 (Forged)
Strong forged pattern with in-turned 
bend and super sharp straight point. 
Ideal for hair rigged feeder fishing on 
modern commercial fisheries. Eyed and 
barbless.  

Code Size

G835 10

G836 12

G837 14

G838 16

G839 18

MT8
Size 10

MTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMTMT888888888888888888
hook series

MT8 - Ultra Sharp High Carbon Eyed-end Hook

In-turned In-turned In-turned In-turned In-turned In-turned In-turned In-turned In-turned In-turned In-turned In-turned In-turned In-turned In-turned In-turned In-turned In-turned In-turned In-turned In-turned 
bendbendbendbendbendbendbendbendbendbendbendbend

Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight Sharp straight 
pointpointpointpointpointpointpointpoint

Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong Ultra strong 
forged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shankforged wire shank

Straight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eyeStraight eye

NEW MT8 (Forged)
Super strong forged wire, with  
in-turned bend and ultra sharp point. 
Ideal for use with method feeder fishing 
using a knotless knot. Eyed and barbless.  

MATCH THIS HOOKS

Spade end barbless, pattern 9624 SB. 
One of the most popular commercial 
carp fishery hooks. Used by lots of top 
match anglers for fishing meat, corn and 
chopped worm.  

EAGLE SPECIAL INTURNS

The complete kit, containing two sizes 
of latex hair rigs, boilie drill and boilie 
needle. The ideal kit for commercial 
fisheries. 72 hair rigs in two popular 
sizes.  

Baiting needle with an easy-grip plastic 
handle. Available in 2 sizes and suitable 
for meat, corn, pellets, boilies and all other 
particle baits.  

STONFO BAITING NEEDLE

STONFO HAIR RIG KIT

Strong forged in-turn hooks 
tied with a knotless knot to 
a fine silicone band. Ideal for 
all particle, meat and pellet 
baits. Available in a popular 
range of hook sizes and 
breaking strains. All rigs are 
tied to a 15” hooklength. 5 
rigs per packet  

STANDARD HAIR LENGTH

MATCH 
THIS 
BANDED 
HAIR RIGS

EXTENDED HAIR LENGTH
STONFO HAIR RIG
Hair rigs have never been so easy, simply 
pull the latex hair rig through the selected 
bait and insert the hook point through the 
small eyelet. 24 pieces per packet.  
 

Simple and easy to use latex bait bands.  
Simply stretch the bait band over a 
pellet and insert the hook point into the 
small eye of the bait band. 18 pieces per 
packet.  

STONFO BAIT BANDS

Code Size

G183 8

G184 10

G185 12

G186 14

G187 16

G188 18

G189 20

Tied using top quality, low diameter 
hi-tech mono with a Maver Eagle inturn 
barbless eyed hook and a knotless 
knot. The angle, which is created using 
a knotless knot, improves hooking 
efficiency and results in less lost fish and 
increased catches. All rigs are tied to a 
15” hooklength. 5 hair rigs per packet.  

MATCH THIS COMPETITION
HAIR RIGS

Code Size Dia

T600 10 0.20mm

T601 12 0.18mm

T602 14 0.18mm

T603 16 0.16mm

MAYO’S BAIT BANDS
Selected by top match angler Steve 
Mayo. These quality soft latex bands will 
grip all pellet baits for numerous match 
fishing applications. 100 bands per 
packet.  

Code Size

J605 3.2mm

J606 4.8mm

J607 6.4mm

Code Size Dia

T610 18 0.14mm

T611 16 0.16mm

T612 14 0.18mm

T613 12 0.20mm

Code Size Dia

T615 18 0.14mm

T616 16 0.16mm

T617 14 0.18mm

T618 12 0.20mm

& HAIR RIGS

Code Size

H292 10 - 18mm

H293 16 - 25mm

Code Size

H295 18mm

H296 30mm

Code Product 

H297 Hair Rig Kit

Code Size

H298 Small

H299 Large

“A superb range 
of hooks, now 
with 3 new 
patterns” Jamie Masson
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HOOK TYING
Superb little box that enables the angler 
to store small accessories like shot, 
hooks, and swivels. Perfect if travelling 
abroad or for the roaming specialist 
angler. Manufactured from tough plastic, 
with hinges good for thousands of 
openings and fully waterproof. 
Product Code: G565

The most popular hook tyer in the UK. 
Supplied on a card with full instructions.
Product Code: M118

Perfect loops the same size every time. 
The Seymo Tyer provides 2 sizes of loop 
to suit your fishing situation. Packaged 
with full instructions. 
Product Code: J140

A clever device that will tie the perfect 
loop size every time. Can be adjusted 
to tie loops between 5mm and 25mm.  
Constructed from heavy duty plastic with 
a brass adjusting knob which controls 
desired loop size.
Product Code: H260

10 COMPARTMENT 
HOOK BOX

10 separate storage compartments, each 
having a special magnetic inclined plane 
which allows the angler to take hooks 
from the box with great ease. Supplied 
with a magnetic pen. 
Product Code: G556

SINGLE  
MAGNETIC HOOK BOX

MATCHMANS HOOK TYER

SEYMO LOOP TYER STONFO  
ADJUSTABLE LOOP TYER

Superb stainless steel scissors with razor 
sharp blades and comfortable plastic 
grips. 
Product Code: M134

CHOPPED WORM SCISSORS

Holds up to 80 hook lengths or rigs. 
Manufactured in P.V.C. with Maver 
logo. Ideal for Match or specimen 
anglers alike. Each wallet contains four 
compressed EVA hook ups and four rig 
loop holders. All folding together with 
Velcro closure. 

LAY FLAT HOOK WALLET

Three bladed scissor for use when fishing 
with chopped worm. Tough comfortable 
handles. 
Product Code: M132

TRIPLE BLADE  
WORM SCISSORS

STORAGE & PUNCHES

Code Size

G152 25cm

G153 35cm

A range of three cutters for luncheon 
meat. Simply place cutter on top of 
opened tin of meat and press down, 
cutting meat into fingers. Take approx 
half and repeat process. Clean and easy, 
cut cubes of meat. 

SEYMO MEAT CUTTER

Code Size

J444 6mm

J445 8mm

J446 10mm

This extra long disgorger is simply 
brilliant on small hooks. Very effective.
Product Code: M110

A high quality metal 2 in 1 drill/needle 
with reversible ends which can be used 
to either drill or pierce hookbaits.
Product Code: T815

An essential piece of kit for commercial 
carp fisheries. Precision-cut stainless 
steel bait punches with a tough, easy 
grip handle.  Each pack of 4 comprises 1 
each of 6mm, 8mm, 10mm and 12mm.  
Product Code: M140

The original white plastic disgorger. 
Product Code: M108

Double ended standard and micro 
disgorger with ultra fine stainless steel 
knot picker. 
Product Code: M123

Double headed disgorger. Micro and 
Standard heads. Brilliant on small hooks.
Product Code: M125

Simply push barrel head into luncheon 
meat. Push plunger to extract and cut 
into required thickness. For bread, just 
punch through a slice and hook-up.  

Bread punch set with shaped high 
visibility handles and five sizes. 
Product Code: M124

Shallow heads which are double slotted 
for easy pellet removal without hook 
blunting. Sizes: 2.5mm, 3.0mm, 4.0mm, 
5.0mm.
Product Code: M128

BREAD PUNCH
MATCH THIS BAIT PUNCH 

MULTI BREAD PUNCH SET

BAITING NEEDLE & DRILL

A 20mm punch that easily cuts meat, 
bread, cheese etc.  Ideal for the 
specimen angler.
Product Code: M136

SPECIMEN LUNCH PUNCH

Innovative punch with rubber handle. Push 
plunger head through bait, rotate to cut the 
hole. Press plunger to push out the middle 
of the boilie. The bait is now ready for hair 
rig or pop up. 

BAIT PUNCHES LUNCH PUNCH

JOLLY SLAMO 23cm

JOLLY SLAMTORE

SLAMATORE DISGORGER/
KNOT PICKER

Effective standard disgorger. Assorted 
colours. 
Product Code: M117

LITTLE SLAMATORE MICRO

STANDARD PLASTIC

MICRO PLASTIC
Effective micro disgorger. Assorted 
colours. 
Product Code: M109

Code Size

H310 6mm

H311 8mm

H312 10mm

Code Size

M130 6mm

M131 12mm

M138 16mm

NEW MATCH THIS 
BAITING NEEDLE
New fine wire baiting needle ideal for all 
match fishing applications. Supplied in a 
pack of two. 
Product Code: J648
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Perfectly machined, non-toxic, teardrop 
shape with a non-flash finish. Each olivette 
has a split running down the body which 
ensures the mono sits perfectly within the 
olivette. 3 pieces/packet. 

LOCK & SLIDE OLIVETTES

Black brass olivettes in large sizes for Irish 
and Danish bagging rigs. 3 pieces per 
packet. 

BRASS OLIVETTES (IRISH)

Made from dense copper with rotating 
top eye that prevents snagging - Quality 
rolling swivel. 

COPPER BOMBS

AMERICAN SNAP SWIVELS
Size 8 has 8 per packet, all other sizes 
have 10 per packet. 

12 per packet 
BARREL SWIVELS

10 per packet 
ROLLING SWIVELS

10 per packet 
MICRO RIG SWIVELS

Simple plummet with cork base.  
NEW CORK PLUMMETS

Simply push down the spring loaded stem 
of the plummet, insert hook and release 
stem. The hook is then held firmly in the 
jaws of the plummet with no hook point or 
shank damage. 

SPRING LOADED PLUMMETS

Shot pliers designed specifically for use 
with small and micro shot. Allows you to 
move shot without damaging the line. 

The best quality shot available. Each 
size is extremely accurate, soft, 
and cut centrally to ensure perfect 
presentation. Supplied in neat 
dispensers or refill tubs.

MAVER ZLT SHOT  
(Non toxic)

8 DIV. SHOT DISPENSER 
All the popular sizes packed into an 8 
division dispenser. Contains the following 
sizes: SSG/AAA/AB/BB/1/4/6/(8 lead).

6 DIV. SHOT DISPENSER 
Contains the following sizes: AAA/BB/1/ 
4/6/(8 lead). 

4 DIV SHOT DISPENSER 
Contains the following sizes: AAA/BB/4/6. 

REFILL TUBS (Non toxic)

MICRO SHOT 6 DIVISION  
DISPENSER (lead)
All the popular sizes in a 6 division 
dispenser. Contains the following sizes: 
8/9/10/11/12/13. 

MICRO SHOT SINGLE TUBS 
(lead)

LEVAPIOMBO
CENTRAL CUT SHOT
7 DIVISION DISPENSER (lead)
All our popular shot packed in a neat 7 
division dispenser. The best value on the 
market. Contains No. 8 x 2, and No’s 9, 
10, 11, 12, 13. 

SHOT SWIVELS
OLIVETTES & PLUMMETS

Code Size

K280 0.50g

K281 0.70g

K282 1.00g

K283 1.25g

K284 1.50g

K285 2.00g

K286 2.50g

K287 3.00g

Code Product

K350 8 Div. Disp

Code Product

K351 6 Div. Disp

Code Product 

K352 8 Div. Disp

Code Size 

K355 SSG

K356 AAA

K357 AB

K358 BB

K359 No.1

K360 No.4

K361 No.6

Code Product 

K365 6 Div. Micro

Code Size 

K370 No.8

K371 No.9

K372 No.10

K373 No.11

K374 No.12

K375 No.13

Code Size

K51 7 Div. Disp.

Code Product

J195 Levapiombo

Code Size

K250 3.00g

K251 4.00g

K252 6.00g

K253 8.00g

K254 10.00g

Code Size

K380 1/8oz

K381 1/4oz

K382 3/8oz

K383 1/2oz

K384 5/8oz

K385 3/4oz

Code Size

R100 8

R101 10

R102 12

R103 14

R104 16

Code Size

R105 8

R106 10

R107 12

R108 14

R109 16

R110 18

R111 20

Code Size

K395 Small

K396 Large

Code Size

R115 8

R116 10

R117 12

R118 14

R119 16

Code Size

R125 20

R126 22

R127 24

Code Size

K160 0.30g

K161 0.50g

K162 0.80g

“Maver ZLT shot is top quality, soft 
and extremely accurate” Denis White



FLAT CARP FEEDER
Flat feeder with heavy elastic shock 
absorber. The flat lead on one side 
ensures that the hookbait is always on 
top of the feeder and visible to the fish. 
Available in two sizes, large 25/30g and 
small 18g. 

Code Size

K321 Large

K322 Small
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METHOD FEEDERS

FLAT CARP FEEDER - BRASS
Heavy duty feeder with heavy elastic 
shock absorber. Available in two sizes, 
large 30g and small 18g.  

FLAT INLINE CARP FEEDER 
In line feeder with flat lead on one side. 
Available in two sizes, large 30g and small 
18g. 

LONG RANGE  
FEEDER - BRASS
Heavy duty feeder with long brass stem. 
Plastic construction with 30g weight. 

STANDARD CARP FEEDER
Medium length stem with 20g weight.  
Medium/heavy elastic shock absorber.  

CARP IN-LINE FEEDER
Short length stem with 20g weight.  
Manufactured from lightweight heavy duty 
plastic. 

POLE FEEDER
Heavy duty clear plastic with heavy 
elastic shock absorber. Designed for 
method fishing on the pole. Available in 
two sizes, large and small.  

Large balsa bodied carp floats with 
loaded method at base of the float. Lethal 
for fishing at distance with shallow baits. 
Available in thin and thick body versions.

Simple candle float with internal elastic.  
Attach to top eye with link swivel. Attach 
short hooklength to swivel eye at the nose 
of the candle. Used for floating baits. 
Available in small and large sizes.  

BAGGING WAGGLERS NYLON CANDLES

NEW ‘CRAIG O’BRIEN’  
METHOD FEEDERS
Designed by the master of commercial 
carp feeder fishing. Craig’s expertise 
presents us with a range of quality in-line 
and elasticated methods that load and 
cast with ease. Each hand crafted feeder 
has a unique dip in the centre of the 
feeder to tuck in the bait when loading 
with groundbait. The feeders always 
lie flat on the bottom of the lake bed. 
Available in three frame sizes and now 
with two weight options on the medium 
and large frame versions.

NEW ‘CRAIG O’BRIEN’  
IN-LINE METHOD

NEW ‘CRAIG O’BRIEN’ 
ELASTICATED METHOD

A complete range of carp feeders for every situation and venue. The in-line feeders can be 
used in a non-bolt style to conform with many fishery rules. Superb design and high quality 
finish.

ELASTICATED PLOP 
FEEDER
The plop feeder has been designed for 
when the conditions are hard. The flat 
design ensures that the hookbait is always 
on top. Complete with heavy elastic. 

Code Product

K301 Elasticated Plop

IN-LINE PLOP FEEDER
Ideal for F1 carp and when small amounts 
of groundbait are required. The flat design 
ensures that the hookbait is always on 
top. 

Code Product

K302 In-Line Plop

Code Size

K323 Large

K324 Small

Code Size

K325 Large

K326 Small

Code Product

K327 Long Range Brass

Code Product

K328 Standard Carp

Code Product

K329 Carp In Line

Code Size

K337 Large

K338 Small

Code Size

K330 Thick

K331 Thin

Code Size

K335 Large

K336 Small

Code Size

K400 Small 15g

K401 Medium 20g

K401B Medium 30g

K402 Large 30g

K402B Large 20g

Code Size

K403 Small 15g

K404 Medium 20g

K404B Medium 30g

K405 Large 30g

K405B Large 20g
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STICK FLOATS

FAST WATER LIGNUM STICKS FAST WATER ALLOY STICKS CASTER STICKS
Simply brilliant when you want to tackle 
fast flowing rivers. The big dome top 
enables the angler to drag lots of line along 
the bottom, without the fear of having 
the tip pulled under. This type of float will 
usually be fished at fairly close range. 

Simply brilliant when you want to tackle 
fast flowing rivers. The big dome top 
enables the angler to drag lots of line 
along the bottom, without the fear of 
having the tip pulled under. Perfect for 
fishing at distance.

Lightweight cane sticks, ideal for fishing 
close with casters, hemp & small baits. 
Suited to small rivers with a slow pace. 
Ideal for the Avon or Severn for close 
trotting. 

ALLOY STEM STICKS
A smart, well-balanced alloy 
stem balsa bodied stick float 
with a slightly pointed top and a 
pronounced shoulder, enabling the 
float to be held back in fast water.  

CANE STEM STICKS
A classic dome top stick float with 
a light cane base, perfect for  
on-the-drop fishing whilst using the 
traditional ‘shirt button’ shotting 
pattern. This type of float will 
usually be used when fishing at 
fairly close ranges.

LIGNUM STICKS
Another dome top pattern, but 
this time with a heavy lignum vitae 
base.  Similar use to the cane 
sticks but will be used for fishing at 
longer distances.  

GIANT LIGNUM STICKS
These tapered domed lignum 
stick floats are perfect for fishing 
at distance, but offer that extra 
sensitivity due to the tapered tips. 
Perfect for fishing deep swims 
when you need to get the bait 
down quickly. 

Code Size

H1050 4 x 4

H1051 5 x 4

H1052 6 x 4

H1053 7 x 4

H1054 8 x 4

Code Size

H1055 4 x 4

H1056 5 x 4

H1057 6 x 4

H1058 7 x 4

H1059 8 x 4

Code Size

H1060 4 x 4

H1061 5 x 4

H1062 6 x 4

H1063 7 x 4

H1064 8 x 4

Code Size

H1165 14 x 4

H1166 12 x 4

H1167 10 x 4

H1168 8 x 4

Code Size

H1170 12 x 4

H1171 10 x 4

H1172 8 x 4

H1173 6 x 4

H1174 4 x 4

Code Size

H1175 8 x 4

H1176 7 x 4

H1177 6 x 4

H1178 5 x 4

H1179 4 x 4

Code Size

H1305 6 x 8

H1306 8 x 8

H1307 10 x 8

H1308 12 x 8

H1309 14 x 8

“There is something eternally special 
about traditional stick float fishing ” Denis White
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‘THE DON’
SPECIMEN FLOAT RANGE

Superb balsa bodied frame feeder float 
with stumpy body. Heavy duty plastic 
frame with brass insert and quality 
swivel. Available in two popular sizes.

‘THE DON’ FRAME  
FEEDER WAGGLERS

The perfect balsa slim and long bodied 
float to beat wind and drift as well as aid 
accurate and distance casting.  
Quality heavy duty frame feeder with 
brass insert and quality swivel. Available 
in two sizes. 

‘THE DON’ SLIM LINE 
FRAME FEEDER WAGGLERS

Long cigar bodied balsa floats with a 
stainless steel coil feeder and brass 
insert with quality swivel. Ideal for heavy 
groundbait at distance. Available in two 
popular sizes. 

‘THE DON’ CLASSIC COIL  
FEEDER WAGGLERS

Long cigar bodied balsa floats with  
plastic frame feeder and brass  
insert with quality swivel. A big distance 
chucker. Available in two popular sizes. 

 ‘THE DON’ CLASSIC FRAME 
FEEDER WAGGLERS

A float that delivers pellets and particle 
baits at distance. This spod type float is 
weighted for accurate casting at distance 
and further avoiding the parachute effect. 
Plastic body with balsa head, loop with 
quality swivel. Available in two sizes. 

‘THE DON’ 
PELLET ROCKETS

Probably the most widely used controller 
float in Europe. This classic balsa bodied 
float casts distance due to the heavy 
brass weight in the base. Quality rolling 
swivel top eye. Available in three sizes. 

‘THE DON’ SURFACE CARP 
CONTROLLER FLOATS

This classic balsa bodied controller will 
out-fish all other floats during rough 
and windy conditions. Long torpedo 
body with stem and high visibilty balsa 
top with quality swivel eye. Brass base 
weight for distance casting. Available in 
three sizes.

‘THE DON’ WINDBEATER 
CARP CONTROLLER 
FLOATS

Superb balsa bodied missile floats with 
heavy stem and high visibilty balsa top. 
Quality brass base with rolling swivel. 
Available in three popular sizes.  

‘THE DON’ CARP SPLASHER 
FLOATS

Code Size

H1383 No.1 (50m)

H1384 No.2 (60m)

H1385 No.3 (70m)

Code Size

H1386 8 grm

H1387 10 grm

H1388 12 grm

Code Size

H1380 No.1 (40m)

H1381 No.2 (50m)

H1382 No.3 (60m)

Code Size

H1378 Medium

H1379 Large

Code Size

H1372 Medium

H1373 Large

Code Size

H1370 Medium

H1371 Large

Code Size

H1374 Medium

H1375 Large

Code Size

H1376 Medium

H1377 Large



CARP SPLASHER
These floats are perfect for shallow fishing on commercials. 
The bulbous balsa body ensures that the float does not go too 
deep when entering the water, passing feeding fish.  

Long bodied balsa waggler with high visibility 
flight. Will cast accurately and very straight. 

LONG RANGE FLIGHTED 
SPLASHER
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SPLASHERS
& SPECIMEN FLOATS

The flighted splasher is used when fishing shallow for carp at 
distance. The dart flight enables a smooth but accurate cast. 
The bulbous balsa body ensures that the float does not go too 
deep when entering the water, passing feeding fish.

FLIGHTED SPLASHER

Code Product

H1155 Flighted Splasher 24g

Code Product

H1320 Long Range Splasher 20g

H1321 Long Range Splasher 28g

Code Product

H1150 Carp Splasher 10g

H1151 Carp Splasher 15g

H1152 Carp Splasher 20g

H1153 Carp Splasher 30g

LOADED MINI SPLASHER
SPECIMEN WAGGLERSUsed when a more delicate approach is 

needed for catching shallow at distance.  
The extra long stem also gives the float 
extra stability in windy conditions.  

These specimen wagglers are perfect for fishing fast flowing rivers, where you need to 
drag a lot of line to slow your hook bait down without the fear of the float pulling under. 
Also excellent for fishing shallow for carp with larger baits. Available in five popular 
sizes and in loaded or unloaded variations. 

Code Size

H1160 8g

H1161 10g

H1162 12g

Code Size

H1140 3AAA

H1141 2SSG

H1142 3SSG

H1143 4SSG

H1144 5SSG

Code Size

H1145 3AAA

H1146 2SSG

H1147 3SSG

H1148 4SSG

H1149 5SSG

Incredibly popular carp float for fishing 
shallow. The perfect pellet waggler, also 
ideal for particle baits, meat and corn. 
Thick balsa body with strong base eye. 
Available in three popular sizes.

DUMPY WAGGLER

Code Size

H1314 2SSG

H1315 3SSG

H1316 4SSG

Incredibly popular carp float for fishing 
shallow. The perfect loaded pellet waggler, 
also ideal for particle baits, meat and corn. 
Thick balsa body with strong base eye. 
Available in three popular sizes.

LOADED DUMPY WAGGLER

Code Size

H1325 2SSG

H1326 3SSG

H1327 4SSG

Code Size

H1440 5BB

H1441 3SSG

H1442 5SSG

Code Size

H1445 5BB

H1446 3SSG

H1447 5SSG

UNLOADED

LOADED

NEW TAPERED PELLET 
WAGGLER

A range of high quality tapered pellet 
wagglers, available in loaded and unloaded 
variations. Ideal for short to medium range 
commerical fishing. The tapered body 
makes the waggler less prone to dive deep 
and spook fish on the cast. 
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CLEAR WAGGLERS
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GIANT CLEAR WAGGLER
Larger 6mm waggler for extra weight and 
stability. 

LOADED CLEAR WAGGLER
Brass loaded 5mm wagglers. 

LOADED GIANT CLEAR 
WAGGLER
6mm diameter with brass loading. 

A range of high quality clear waggler floats. The range 
includes insert and straight wagglers, loaded and unloaded 
in a wide variety of shotting patterns.

Code Size

H1410 4BB

H1411 5BB

H1412 6BB

H1413 7BB

H1414 4AAA

Code Size

H1415 4 No.4

H1416 5 No.4

H1417 3BB

H1418 4BB

H1419 5BB

Code Size

H1420 2BB

H1421 3BB

H1422 4BB

H1423 5BB

H1424 6BB

LOADED CLEAR INSERT 
WAGGLER
Brass loaded insert for extra sensitivity. 

Code Size

H1425 4 No.4

H1426 5 No. 4

H1427 3BB

H1428 4BB

H1429 5BB

CLEAR INSERT WAGGLER
5mm waggler with insert for extra 
sensitivity. 

Code Size

H1405 3BB

H1406 4BB

H1407 5BB

H1408 6BB

H1409 7BB

CLEAR WAGGLER
Well crafted float with a 5mm diameter. 

Code Size

H1400 2BB

H1401 3BB

H1402 4BB

H1403 5BB

H1404 6BB

COMMERCIAL

NEW CIGAR PELLET 
WAGGLER

NEW FULLY LOADED CIGAR  
PELLET WAGGLER

NEW TEAR DROP 
PELLET WAGGLER

NEW FULLY LOADED TEAR 
DROP PELLET WAGGLER

NEW FULLY LOADED 
MUSHROOM WAGGLER

Code Size

H1470 2.5SSG

H1471 3.5SSG

H1472 4.5SSG

Code Size

H1475 5g

H1476 7g

H1477 9g

Code Size

H1480 9g

H1481 13g

H1482 18g

High quality, balsa bodied tear drop 
waggler, with strong base eye. 

Fully loaded tear drop waggler that 
requires no shot. Balsa body with brass 
loading and quality swivel. 

Well crafted waggler with mushroom 
shaped top. Comes fully loaded, so no 
shot is required, supplied with a peg leg 
float adaptor and quick release snap link. 

High quality cigar shaped pellet 
waggler. Balsa body with strong base 
eye. 

Fully loaded cigar shaped pellet waggler 
that requires no shot. Brass loading and 
quality swivel. 

Code Size

H1460 3SSG

H1461 4SSG

H1462 5SSG

Code Size

H1465 6g

H1466 8g

H1467 10g

NEW FULLY LOADED 
DUMPY PELLET WAGGLER
Fully loaded dumpy pellet waggler that 
requires no shot. Thick balsa body, 
brass loading and quality swivel. 

Code Size

H1500 3g

H1501 5g

H1502 7g

H1503 9g

WAGGLERS
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WAGGLERS& SLIDERS
A range of the very best hand-built match wagglers. Every float has been manufactured to the highest standards. Only the 
straightest and correct diameter of peacock quill is used in this professional range of competition floats. Finished in black with 
quality float eyes, gold graphics and shotting guide. The ultimate performance floats – water tested for accuracy.

BARNSLEY BLACKS MATCH WAGGLERS

STRAIGHT WAGGLER - THIN STRAIGHT WAGGLER - THICK INSERT WAGGLER

A range of quality long range sliders. 
Long peacock stem with a large 
balsa body. Ideal for slider fishing at 
distance. Can be fished with a bulk 
locking shot or float adaptor as a 
conventional long range waggler. 

COMPETITION SEMI 
LOADED SLIDERS

Code Size

H740 2BB

H741 3BB

H742 4BB

H743 5BB

Code Size

H745 3AAA

H746 4AAA

H747 5AAA

H748 6AAA

Code Size

H750 2AAA

H751 3AAA

H752 4AAA

H753 5AAA

Code Size

H1300 3SSG

H1301 4SSG

H1302 5SSG

H1303 6SSG

MAVER PEARL COMPETITION WAGGLERS
Manufactured utilising the very best grade of peacock and balsa. Only 
straight peacock is selected to produce this range. Every float is water 
tested for shotting accuracy and buoyancy. All finished with high quality 
‘Pearl’ finish and black cosmetics. Printed with full shotting guide.

LOADED PEACOCK
Ultra slim straight peacock floats. Very 
accurate shotting with loaded brass 
weighting. 

LOADED MINI PEACOCK
Very thin cut straight peacock in a range 
of popular sizes. Brass loadings.  

Non-loaded, thin cut straight peacock 
with plastic base eye. Ideal for rivers and 
long distance lake work.  

STRAIGHT PEACOCK

STRAIGHT PEACOCK  
WITH INSERT
Non-loaded peacock wagglers with 
thinner insert for sensitivity.  

LOADED STRAIGHT 
PEACOCK WITH BODY
Superb distance float in a range of 
popular sizes. Brass loading. Very high 
quality and extremely accurate. 

STRAIGHT PEACOCK 
BODIED
Same as ‘Straight Peacock With Body’ 
but with non-loaded base. Plastic eye. 
Available in all the popular match sizes.  

MAVER CARP WAGGLERS
A range of big loaded bodied wagglers 
which have adjustable brass weight 
loading in the base. Manufactured from 
top quality peacock with a balsa body 
and available in 5 popular sizes. 
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Code Size

H700 3 No. 4

H701 4 No. 4 

H702 5 No. 4 

H703 3BB

H704 2AAA

Code Size

H720 6 No. 4

H721 3BB

H722 2AAA

H723 3AAA

H724 4AAA

Code Size

H706 3 No. 8

H707 4 No. 8

H708 5 No. 8

H709 6 No. 8

Code Size

H726 3BB

H727 2AAA

H728 3AAA

H729 5AAA

H730 3SSG

H731 4SSG

Code Size

H711 5 No. 6

H712 6 No. 6

H713 4 No. 4

H714 6 No. 4

H715 3BB

H716 2AAA

H717 3AAA

H718 4AAA

Code Size

H735 2SSG

H736 3SSG

H737 4SSG

H738 5SSG

Code Size

H574 5g

H575 8g

H576 10g

H577 12g

H578 15g

NEW CARPER PART LOADED WAGGLER NEW CARPER PART LOADED  
INSERT WAGGLER

Code Size

H1485 Waggler 1.5g + 3 No. 8

H1486 Waggler 2.0g + 3 No. 6

H1487 Waggler 2.5g + 3 No. 4

Code Size

H1490 Insert 1.5g + 4 No. 8

H1491 Insert 2.0g + 4 No. 6

H1492 Insert 2.5g + 4 No. 4

Well crafted part loaded wagglers available in three sizes. Well crafted, part loaded insert wagglers, available in three sizes. 

A new range of quality Italian  
crafted splasher wagglers. Designed  
by top match angler Steve Mayo.  
These wagglers cast incredibly accurately 
and don’t dive too deep thanks to the 
second body below the tip. Featuring 
adjustable brass weight loading on the base. 

NEW GPS SPLASHER  
WAGGLERS

Code Size

H1450 8grm

H1451 10grm

H1452 12grm

H1453 14grm

H1454 16grm

H1455 18grm

H1456 20grm
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MATCH THIS

With quality rolling swivel. 5 pieces per 
packet. 
Product Code: J610

SILICONE FLOAT ADAPTOR
With silicone sleeve, swivel and quick 
release snap link. 3 pieces per packet. 
Product Code: J611

‘PEG LEG’ FLOAT ADAPTOR
Small barrel body with snap link. Ideal for 
slider fishing, running leads and feeder 
fishing. 5 pieces per packet.  
Product Code: J612

QUICK CHANGE FLOAT  
ADAPTOR

Small barrel body with swivel and quick 
release snap link. Ideal for slider fishing, 
running leads and feeder rigs. 5 pieces 
per packet. 
Product Code: J613

QUICK CHANGE SLIDING 
FLOAT ADAPTOR

4 sizes of silicone float 
stops. Simply insert line 
through wire loop and pull 
directly onto the mono. 15 
stops per packet.

Micro - match lines
Small - match and leger
Medium - leger, feeder & large 
sliders 
Large - pike, game & sea floats

SOFT SILICONE 
FLOAT & LEGER 
STOPS

Plastic beads for many applications 
including pike, coarse, game and sea 
angling. 25 pieces per packet.  

PLASTIC BEADS

ASSORTED COLOURED BEAD DISPENSER 8mm
Assorted plastic beads for many applications including pike, coarse, game and sea 
angling. 60 beads per box. 
Product Code: J625

The very best sliding knots that grip 
heavier lines firmly. Ideal for salmon 
bait anglers and pike fisherman 
Perfect for sea anglers with sliding 
floats. Simply insert the line through 
the tube and slide stop off. 5 pieces 
per packet and 10 beads. 

CORD SLIDING STOP  
KNOTS WITH SLIDING 
BEADS

Ideal for helicopter rigs. Can be used 
for float fishing or running feeder and 
lead rigs. High quality swivel with quick 
release snap. 3 pieces per packet.  
Product Code: J635

HELI RIG BEAD  
AND SWIVEL Ideal for many applications including 

sliding float for match, game, sea and 
pike fishing. Perfect for feeder and 
straight lead. Quality rolling swivel and 
quick release snap link. 5 pieces per 
packet. 
Product Code: J636

SLIDING BEAD SWIVEL

ACCESSORIES

Code Size

J615 Micro

J616 Small

J617 Medium

J618 Large

Code Size

J620 6mm

J621 8mm

Code Size

J630 Medium

J631 Large



A selection of different sized and 
coloured float rubbers.  
Product Code: H243

CUT FLOAT RUBBERS

Assortment of 6 sizes in 6 division  
plastic box.
Product Code: H258

SILICONE POLE FLOAT 
SLEEVES Micro float sleeves for carbon, cane  

and wire stems. 6 sizes in 6 division 
plastic box.  
Product Code: H244

PLASTIC POLE FLOAT 
SLEEVES

Each plastic box contains 5 different 
sizes of high quality pure silicone 
rubbers. 

SILICONE RUBBER

Simply thread main reel line through 
the two silicone sleeves and insert the 
peg leg. Fish with or without the swivel 
provided. Quick change with no damage 
to line. 4 connectors per packet.  
Product Code: H240

PEG LEG FLOAT 
ATTACHMENTSA snap-link attachment with self 

lubricating centre to the swivel. Can 
be used as a conventional waggler 
attachment or as a sliding link. Also ideal 
for feeder links. Available in three sizes.
2 pieces per packet. 

MATCH FLOAT 
ATTACHMENT
& FEEDER LINK

Silicone Pole
Float Sleeves

Assorted Silicone 
Sleeves Fluorescent

Plastic Pole
Float Sleeves

These floats have been specifically 
designed for surface and shallow water 
fishing. Each float is manufactured from 
high density polystyrene with a tough 
plastic cover and has a silicone rubber 
sleeve through the centre which grips 
the line perfectly so no locking shots are 
needed. 6 floats per packet.  

SURFACE BLOB
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READY RIGS& FLOAT ACCESSORIES

Each rig features a pear-shaped, balsa 
bodied float with heavy-duty carbon stem 
and thick plastic day-glo bristle and is 
tied to 4lb mainline with a 3lb hooklength 
and size 14 barbless hook. Ideal for up in 
the water or down with big baits. 

Each rig features a pear-shaped, balsa 
bodied float with heavy-duty carbon 
stem and thick plastic day-glo bristle 
and is tied to 4lb mainline with a 3lb 
hooklength and forged, barbless size 14 
hook.

MARGIN RIGCARP RIG

Robust float with a balsa body and 
carbon stem. The rigs are tied using 8lb 
mainline and a 5lb hooklength with a 
strong size 12 barbless hook.  

MARGIN POWER RIG

The Canal Rigs feature 2 types of float, 
a slim teardrop-shaped body variety 
with a carbon stem and plastic bristle, 
and the ever-popular ‘dibber’. Each rig 
is tied using 2.5 lb mainline with a 1.5lb 
hooklength and a size 20 barbless hook. 

CANAL RIGExtremely robust floats are used, 
featuring a balsa body, extra strong 
carbon stem and a thick plastic bristle. 
The rigs are tied using 8lb mainline and 
a 5lb hooklength with a strong size 12 
barbless hook. 

POWER RIG
The Paste Rigs feature a balsa teardrop 
bodied float with a robust carbon stem 
and a long cane bristle. The mainline 
used is 5lb and the size 14 barbless hook 
is tied to a 4lb hooklength. 

PASTE RIG

Each rig features a teardrop, balsa-
bodied float with wire stem and 
translucent plastic bristle and is tied to 
3lb mainline with a 2lb hooklength and 
size 18 (4 x 14 and 4 x 16) or 16  (4 x 18 
and 1.00g) barbless hook. 

ALL ROUND RIG

Carp Rig Margin Rig
All Round 

Rig Power Rig Paste Rig Canal Rig Canal Dibber 
Rig

Margin 
Power Rig

Plastic box containing numerous 
high visibility silicone sleeves cut to 
approximately 10cm lengths. 
Product Code: H261 

ASSORTED SILICONE 
SLEEVES FLUORESCENT

Code Size

H305 0.2-1.0mm

H306 0.7-2.0mm

Code Size

J485 Small

J486 Medium

J487 Large

Code Size

H1070 1

H1071 2

H1072 3

H1073 4

H1074 5

Code Size

H150 4 x 12

H151 4 x 14

H152 4 x 16

Code Size

H153 4 x 12

H154 4 x 14

H155 4 x 16

Code Size

H156 4 x 14

H157 4 x 16

H158 4 x 18

H159 1.00g

Code Size

H170 4 x 8

H171 4 x 10

H172 4 x 12

H173 4 x 14

H174 4 x 10 Dibber

H175 4 x 12 Dibber

Code Size

H165 0.50g

H166 0.75g

H167 1.00g

Code Size

H180 4 x 10

H181 4 x 12

Code Size

H160 4 x 14

H161 4 x 16

H162 4 x 18
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BLACK ICE CARPPOLE FLOATS
A comprehensive range of high quality, Italian crafted, balsa bodied pole floats. Featuring a 
choice of carbon and wire stems, and nylon or cane tips, you are sure to find the right float for any 
situation in this fantastic range. Designed by Denis White, Carl Jones, Andy Kinder, Steve Mayo, 
Paul Boothby and Scottish International Jamie Masson.

MARGIN

PASTE

Balsa bodied carbon 
stem. Very versatile float, 
at home on canals caster 
fishing or on commercial 
fisheries, fishing shallow 
or down the edge. 

Slim shaped balsa body with extra long 
carbon stem and extra thick cane bristle. 
Designed to fish with paste baits on 
stillwaters. 

Long slim balsa 
body, with high 
visibility bristle and 
long carbon stem 
for stability. The 
perfect shape for 
pellet or chopped 
worm fishing. 

JONASERIES 1 DECK

PELLET 1

SERIES 2

PELLET 2

Classic stillwater 
pattern, strong 
balsa body with 
plastic bristle and 
fibre stem. Perfect 
for fishing baits like 
maggot, caster and 
corn. 

Stumpy balsa 
teardrop body with 
highly visible bristle 
and carbon stem. 
Perfect for large 
baits like meat and 
corn.

Slim balsa body, 
with carbon 
stem and thin 
plastic bristle. At 
home being used 
on canals with 
squatt & pinkie or 
commercials with 
pellet and corn. 

Teardrop body 
with nylon tip and 
carbon stem. A true 
all-round pattern.

Balsa bodied long 
teardrop with 
thick nylon bristle, 
and carbon stem. 
The perfect float 
for fishing with a 
small bulk shot for 
either pellet or corn 
fishing. 

Code Size

H1200 4 x 8

H1201 4 x 10

H1202 4 x 12

H1203 4 x 14

CHOP
Teardrop body with a 
highly visible plastic 
bristle. Brilliant for shallow 
fishing, or fishing down the 
edge. 

Code Size

H1210 4 x 10

H1211 4 x 12

H1212 4 x 14

Code Size

H1205 0.5g

H1206 1.0g

H1207 1.5g

H1208 2.0g

Code Size

H1215 0.20g

H1216 0.30g

H1217 0.40g

H1218 0.60g

H1219 1.0g

Code Size

H1220 0.30g

H1221 0.40g

H1222 0.50g

H1223 0.60g

H1224 0.75g

H1225 1.0g

Code Size

H1230 4 x 12

H1231 4 x 14

H1232 0.50g

H1233 0.75g

H1234 1.0g

Code Size

H1235 4 x 10

H1236 4 x 12

H1237 4 x 14

H1238 4 x 16

Code Size

H1240 0.10g

H1241 0.20g

H1242 0.30g

H1243 0.40g

Code Size

H1245 4 x 8

H1246 4 x 10

H1247 4 x 12

H1248 4 x 14

ALL ROUND
Teardrop body, with 
high visibility cane 
bristle and carbon 
stem. The perfect 
float for all round 
commercial fishing.

Code Size

H1255 4 x 10

H1256 4 x 12

H1257 4 x 14

H1258 0.50g

SLIM
A versatile float 
with a slim oval 
shaped body and a 
cane bristle. Ideal 
for shallow swims, 
on the drop and 
presenting caster 
baits. 

Code Size

H1250 3 x 8

H1251 4 x 10

H1252 4 x 12

H1253 4 x 14

H1254 4 x 16

Code Size

H1560 4 x 12

H1561 4 x 14

H1562 0.60g

H1563 0.75g

H1564 1.0g

NEW IN LINE
Strong, in-line pole floats, with hole 
through balsa body. The classic shape 
makes it perfect for all stillwater fishing. 
With strong carbon stem and thick nylon 
bristle. 

“A superb 
range of floats 
that cover 
every single 
situation that 
you’ll ever 
come across” 
Jamie Masson



JURASSIC  
DIBBER
Strong robust  dibber 
float, with balsa body 
and carbon stem. Ideal 
for up in the water or 
margin fishing. 

PASTE  
SELF COCKING 
Strong self  cocking paste 
float, that is set to the base 
of the tip. Perfect for fishing  
paste close in or in shallow 
water. 

A teardrop shaped 
body, with a carbon 
stem and the  necessary 
long cane bristle. This 
float is slightly shorter 
than usual for  margin 
fishing. 

MARGIN PASTE

F1 FINESSE
The Black Ice Carp F1 
Finesse is designed 
for when the bites are 
a bit more tentative. 
Features a nylon tip, 
carbon stem and 
balsa diamond  body. 

F1 
The Black Ice Carp 
F1 comes  with a 
hollow nylon tip, and 
carbon stem, with a 
diamond balsa body. 
Ideal for  when the 
carp are having it in 
the warmer months, 
fishing with pellet or  
paste. 

The ideal float for all 
stillwater work. With 
the larger sizes ideal 
for Irish or Danish 
bagging rigs. 
.

POLAR 
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BLACK ICE CARPPOLE FLOATS

BLACK ICE COMPETITION POLE FLOATS

Code Size

H1340 0.05g

H1341 0.10g

H1342 0.20g

H1343 0.30g

Code Size

H1350 4 x 10

H1351 4 x 12

H1352 4 x 14

H1353 0.50g

H1354 4 x 18

H1355 1.0g

H1356 1.5g

H1357 2.0g

H1358 3.0g

H1359 4.0g

H1359A 5.0g

Code Size

H1345 -

Code Size

H1335 4 x 10

H1336 4 x 12

H1337 4 x 14

H1338 4 x 16

H1339 4 x 18

H1339A 1.0g

Code Size

H1330 4 x 10

H1331 4 x 12

H1332 4 x 14

H1333 4 x 16

H1334 4 x 18

H1334A 1.0g

Code Size

H1360 4 x 12

H1361 4 x 14

H1362 4 x 16

H1363 4 x 18

H1364 1.0g

A versatile float for use on both Lakes 
and Canals. Can also be used on 
slow moving Rivers and will sit stable 
in rough conditions. The fibre top 
allows for sensitive bite registration 
making it perfect for silver fish, 
cocking quickly to the wire stem. 

If there is one float for all round 
work, then this is the one! At home 
on Canals with pinkie, squatt and 
bloodworm and ideal for hemp and 
tares. The float can be held back or 
allowed to run on Rivers or fished with 
bulk down for small fish on Canals 
and Lakes. A ‘gem’ of a float with high 
visibility fibre bristle and wire stem. 

Classic still water float for a number 
of applications. Small sizes ideal for 
bloodworm on Rivers, Lakes and Canals, 
and the larger sizes for deep Lakes and 
Rivers. The pear shaped body is very 
stable and the high visibility fibre bristle 
allows for the shyest of bites. Long wire 
stem. 

This float has been designed with Canals 
in mind, but is also perfect for drains 
and shallow Lakes. Fibre bristle and 
wire stem. Brilliant for squatt and pinkie 
fishing as the wire stem allows you to 
detect bites on the drop. 

Ideal float for River fishing due to the 
bulbous body. The eye position prevents 
the float from riding up enabling perfect 
bait presentation. All sizes are also 
suitable for Lake fishing with olivette 
down. High visibility plastic bristle and 
wire stem. 

SERIES 1 SERIES 2 SERIES 3

SERIES 4
SERIES 5

Code Size

H1265 4 x 14

H1266 4 x 16

H1267 4 x 18

H1268 4 x 20

H1269 1.5g

Code Size

H1270 4 x 8

H1271 4 x 10

H1272 4 x 12

H1273 4 x 14

H1274 4 x 16

Code Size

H1275 0.5g

H1276 0.75g

H1277 1.0g

H1278 1.5g

H1279 2.0g

Code Size

H1280 0.1g

H1281 0.2g

H1282 0.3g

H1283 0.5g

H1284 0.75g

Code Size

H1285 0.2g

H1286 0.3g

H1287 0.5g

H1288 0.75g

H1289 1.0g

“The Black Ice Competition pole floats 
are aimed at more traditional styles of 
pole fishing” Andy Kinder
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COLOURED PURE LATEX
This highly popular range of colour 
coded latex elastic goes from strength 
to strength. Incredible stretch factor and 
visibility. Supplied in 5 metre spools. 

Pole elastic at its very best. 5 metres of 
carefully graded elastic on each winder 
and available in every popular size. The  
elastic has its own self-lubricating 
properties, eliminating friction and wear. 
All Maver colour coded elastics are easy 
to see when fish are hooked and the 
pure latex offers the correct amount of 
controlled stretch. Six grades complete 
the range. Free winder and elastic 
connector worth £1.25 at RRP.  

SELF LUBRICATED  
SILICONISED LATEX

A range of quality solid elastics in a range 
of popular sizes. All neatly spooled in 5m 
lengths. 

DUAL CORE ELASTIC
Manufactured using a twin core hollow system, which enables 
the elastic to not only stretch further, but also to retract faster, 
that is without doubt a massive benefit to anglers who fish 
commercials. Dual core will outperform all normal elastics 
in terms of stretch, strength and wear. Available in 4 sizes. 
Endorsed by Jamie Masson and tested to the maximum by our 
consultants. 3 metres per packet.

MATCH THIS SOLID ELASTIC

A pure latex match elastic with an almost 
unbelievable stretch factor, making it 
very difficult to bottom out. This cream 
coloured elastic is the best we’ve seen, 
and has become a best seller in match 
circles. Supplied in 5 metre spools. 

PURE LATEX ELASTIC

POLE ELASTIC
Code Size

J489 5 - 8

J490 6 - 10

J491 12 - 20

J492 16 - 20+

Code Size

J560 6

J561 8

J562 10

J563 12

J564 14

Code Size

J570 6

J571 8

J572 10

J573 12

J574 14

J575 16/18

J576 18/20

Code Size

J470 2 - 0.2mm

J471 3 - 0.7mm

J472 4 - 0.8mm

J473 5 - 0.9mm

J474 6 - 1.0mm

J475 8 - 1.2mm

J476 10 - 1.4mm

J477 12 - 1.6mm

J478 14 - 1.8mm

J479 16/18 - 2.1mm

J479A 18/20 - 2.3mm

Code Size

J273 4

J274 5

J275 6

J276 8

J277 10

J278 12

“With more people reverting 
back to solid elastics, the Maver 
coloured latex offers top quality 
performance” Jamie Masson
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CONNECTORS

Colour coded connectors for all elastics. 
1 per packet. 

Colour coded connectors for heavy 
elastics. 2 per packet. 

Designed especially for large elastics from 
16 up to size 20+ and all hollow elastics. 

JUMBO CONNECTORS

COLOUR CODED ELASTIC 
CONNECTORS

MICRO MINI CONNECTORS
(ELASTIC 1 - 4)

MICRO CONNECTORS
(ELASTIC 4 - 8)

MAXI CONNECTORS
(ELASTIC 8 - 12)

SUPER CARP CONNECTORS
(ELASTIC 12 - 14)

JUMBO HOLLOW  
ELASTIC CONNECTOR
Large elastic connector, ideal for use with 
14 - 20 solid elastic as well as the largest 
hollow elastics. 2 pieces per packet. 
Product Code: J646

SUPER CARP  
ELASTIC CONNECTOR
Large elastic connector, ideal for use with 
8 - 12 solid elastic as well as 6 - 10 Dual 
Core elastics. 2 pieces per packet. 
Product Code: J645

& POLE BUSHES

Code Colour

J070 Blue

J071 Orange

J072 Yellow

J073 Green

J074 Pink

J075 Purple

Code Colour

J080 Blue

J081 Orange

J082 Yellow

J083 Green

J084 Pink

J085 Purple

Code Colour

J090 Blue

J091 Orange

J092 Yellow

J093 Green

J094 Pink

J095 Purple

Code Colour

J098 Yellow

J099 Blue

J100 Green
Code Colour

J105 Yellow

J106 Orange

A superb, water soluble, siliconised 
elastic lubricant. One application will last 
for a five hour competition and lubricates 
much better than thicker oil based 
lubricants. When empty they make a 
great atomiser. 
Product Code: J392

SILTASTIC 300ML

Machined from solid PTFE, these 
internal bushes are very robust and offer 
excellent value for money. Size 6 now 
available. 

Individually packaged in 9 different sizes 
to suit all diameters of elastic. All 1 single 
per packet. 

Returned due to popular demand. 8 sizes 
of robust connectors that simply glue 
directly onto the pole tip. No-nonsense PTFE Pole bushes produced 

from the best raw materials available.  
Perfectly machined in a range of sizes to 
suit all elastics. 

INTERNAL PTFE POLE 
BUSHES

SOLID TIP CONNECTORS

MATCH THIS INTERNAL 
POLE BUSHES

EXTERNAL PTFE POLE 
BUSHES

Code Size

J500 1 - 2.8mm

J501 2 - 3.0mm

J502 3 - 3.2mm

J503 4 - 3.5mm

J504 5 - 3.8mm

J505 6 - 4.0mm

Code Size

J431 1 - 1.75mm

J432 2 - 2.0mm

J433 3 - 2.25mm

J434 4 - 2.5mm

J435 5 - 3.0mm

J436 6 - 3.5mm

J437 7 - 4.0mm

J438 8 - 4.5mm

J439 9 - 5.5mm

Code Size

J450 1.1mm

J451 1.4mm

J452 1.7mm

J453 2.0mm

J454 2.3mm

J455 2.6mm

J456 2.8mm

Code Size

J520 0.65mm

J521 0.75mm

J522 0.85mm

J523 1.0mm

J524 1.25mm

J525 1.5mm

J526 1.8mm

J527 2.0mm

“I’d go as far as to say that these 
are the best internal bushes on 
the market” Pat MacInnes Advanced Pole Fishing
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ELASTICATION
High quality twisted wire pole elastic 
threader with grip eye. Supplied in 3m 
lengths. 
Product Code: J150

The Pole Bung & Extractor offers many 
advantages over normal bungs. One 
size fits all. No need to affix a tail. Will 
never jam in your section. Will act as an 
internal seal, making the section float. 
Bung is removed with extractor rod. 
Already scored for easy cutting. Available 
in packs of two bungs, a bung and an 
extractor rod or an extractor rod.

• Patent No. GB 2 306 093

Top quality super stretch anchors in  
soft silicone. 10 pieces per packet.  
Product Code: H252

Extra long diamond eye threader on a  
self-contained spool. Never kinks - 
simply wind back into holder after use. 
Product Code: J149

Range of high quality Coned Pole Bungs. 
Available in 3 sizes. 2 bungs per packet. 

A clever little device which eliminates 
damaging of elastics when storing 
top kits. The plastic wishbone 
accommodates all sizes of elastic. 6 
pieces per packet. 
Product Code: H265

A type of ultra-stretchy 
winder anchor which is 
available in 2 sizes. The 
small size is suitable 
for winders up to 22cm 
and the large size for 
winders up to 35cm. 

The Muletto has been re-launched and 
designed to accommodate popular 
hollow elastics. The device has never 
worked better and will release double 
the elastic when large lumps are hooked 
and retract faster than any elastic system 
currently available. There is absolutely 
no need to hand line the elastic with this 
system. Hollow elastics lock solid and 
retract by simply lowering the tip of the 
pole which instantly gathers the elastic. 
One size bung fits most Maver top 3 kits 
and power top 2 kits. 

MULETTO SYSTEM

POLE BUNG & EXTRACTOR

POLE ELASTIC  
THREADER

POLE ELASTIC  
THREADER

STONFO  
ADJUSTA  
ANCHORS

CONE ELASTIC BUNGS

STONFO ELASTIC  
PROTECTOR

POLE ELASTIC  
WISHBONES
Plastic clips that insert into the pole 
section to protect elastics when storing 
top kits. 5 pieces per packet.  
Product Code: J640

Code Product

J405 Cone & Rod

J406 2 Cones

J407 Extr. Rod

Code Product

J315 Muletto System

Code Size

J154 Small

J154M Medium

J154L Large

JURASSIC BUNG  
& EXTRACTOR NEW RAPPA BUNGS

The Rappa Bung has been designed 
to store additional elastic on a winder, 
enabling the angler to make a quick 
adjustment on the tension of the elastic. 
Removed in seconds by the Maver 
extractor rod. Manufactured from strong 
yet lightweight plastic. Available in two 
sizes, large and small. 
• Patent No. GB 2 306 093

Code Product

J660 2 Bungs

J665 Bung & Rod

Code Product

J661 2 Bungs

J666 Bung & Rod

Small Bung

Large Bung

Ready assembled power kit incorporating 
the patented Muletto bung and nose 
cone. Each kit is ready elasticated with 
the popular orange Maver Dual Core 
12/20 hollow elastic. The tip of the 
power kit contains the best internal PTFE 
bush. The kit is ready to go and can be 
cut back at the base to fit many poles 
currently on the market. The Muletto 
system works brilliantly with hollow 
elastics in place. Assembled kit contains: 
Muletto bung and wheel, nose cone, 
extractor rod, internal PTFE bush and 3 
metres of 12/20 Maver Dual Core.

ASSEMBLED MULETTO 
POWER KIT

Code RRP

B5120 £49.99

Strong plastic winders - colour coded
for all types of pole and waggler rigs.

Robust plastic winder boxes taking 
5 sizes of pole winder. Each box is 
supplied complete with 10 quality pole 
winders.

POLE FLOAT WINDERS

Code Size

H253 10cm

H254 12cm

H255 14cm

H256 16cm

H257 18cm

POLE WINDER BOXES

Code Size

J250 12cm

J251 14cm

J252 16cm

J253 18cm

J254 20cm

SILICONE ANCHORS

Code Size

H248 Small

H249 Large

Larger size of the standard pole bung, 
suitable for sections 3, 4 and 5.

Code Product

J411 Cone & Rod

J412 2 Cones
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POLE CUPS
& BAIT DROPPERS Simple small pot, which hooks directly onto the pole tip to feed 

whilst fishing. Available in black or clear. 

2 sized pots, medium (100ml) and large (250ml), with two 
interchangeable adapter sleeves. The pots are lightweight in 
construction and the whole system makes feeding easy. All 
have stainless steel threads. Supplied with 2 pots per packet.

3 sizes of pole pot that simply clip onto the screw connector 
affixed to pole tip. 2 sizes of connector which fit tips 1mm to 
3.3mm diameter and 2.5mm to 5mm carp tips. All pots are 
colour coded. 3 pieces per packet. 

Metal bait dropper with slotted front and 
hinged lid. Ideal for deep water feeding.    

A new and unique design in bait 
droppers. Heavy enough to get the bait 
down but easy to use. 

SEYMO POPAPOT

MAVER POLE POTS

SEYMO ON-POT

TEAR DROP BAIT  
DROPPERS BAIT DROPPERS

Elastic rings that are simply placed 
over top sets or larger sections to hook 
up spare rigs. Can be left in place 
whilst fishing and also used as a depth 
indicator. 5 sizes per individual pack. 

Code Product

J308 Maver Pole Pots

NEW POLE POT SET

Code Product

J675 Maver Pole Pot Set

New set of pole pots, manufactured from strong yet lightweight 
plastic. Supplied with two adaptor sleeves with brass threads, 
one with standard bore and one with large bore. 3 pots per 
pack, small (100ml), medium (150ml) and large (250ml).  

POLE POTS
Adjustable pole pots for every angling situation. The fixing clip 
screws securely to the pole tip and can be repositioned by 
simply twisting the complete unit and moving. Great for leaving 
in position on the pole whilst fishing. 4 pots per pack

Code Product

J300 Pole Pots (set of 4)

A superb cupping kit, manufactured from high modulus carbon. 
Each kit has a long, reinforced base, enabling the angler to cut 
back to fit most poles. It can be used as a power kit for big 
elastics or for cupping. The large diameter tip reduces ‘bounce’ 
when shipping large amounts of feed. 
Supplied with two cups, 1 x 100ml and 1 x 250ml and two 
metal thread adaptors.

1 Cupping Kit & 2 Cups per trade pack.

MAVER UNIVERSAL TOP 2  
CUPPING KIT & CUPS

Code Product RRP

B5190 Universal Cupping Kit £39.99

Code Product

J600 Seymo Popapot

Code Product

J313 Black Seymo On Pot

J314 Clear Seymo On Pot

ELASTIC RINGS

Code Size

K201 Small

K202 Medium

K203 Large

Code Product

J191 Elastic Rings

Code Size

K206 Small 2oz

K207 Med 4oz

K208 Large 8oz

COMING SOON
A range of lightweight 

pole pots with  
innovative fitting
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RESTS & ROOSTS
BAIT RIDDLE

STANDARD REST

4 DIP QUIVER REST

TULIP REST

Approx 36cm x 27cm area mesh riddle of the highest quality. 
Strong diamond mesh ideal for maggot and caster. Rippled 
base for mincing meat for feed. Two large side handles.

Designed to stop pole sections sliding 
down the bank after unshipping. Spring 
loaded gripper band will grip sections 
3 to 6 easily. Fully adjustable. Comes 
complete with brass thread.  

Simple but effective rod rest. Adjustable multi  
position and brass thread. 

Robust four dip adjustable feeder rest. With angle tilt and a 
brass thread. 

WINDSOCK POLE REST
Neat polyester wind sock with heavy foam padded frame. ‘V’ 
insert on top of rest for sections or rod rest. The best way to 
hold your sections and a safe alternative to the tulip rest.

QUIVER REST 30cm
Green EVA head with 15 rod positions. Long ears to stop the 
rod being pulled out of the rest when vicious bites are present. 
Black metal base with brass thread.

PRECISION FEEDER REST
Long rubber coated metal rest with adjustable ‘O’ rings. Strong 
moulded base with brass thread. 

6 DIP KEYHOLE ROOST
Green EVA head with 6 keyhole roost slots. Ideal for all match 
and power kits. Black metal base and brass thread. 

STANDARD ROOSTS
Green EVA head with black metal base and brass thread. 
Available in 3 sizes: 6 Dip, 8 Dip and 12 Dip. 

SLIDING REST 30cm
Green EVA main body with stainless steel bar and sliding rod 
rest bobbin. Black metal base and brass thread. Ideal for all 
feeder fishing on commercials. 

LANDING NET & POLE 
ROOST
Green EVA landing net roost with 
metal base and brass thread.

MULTI-ANGLE LOCK
The Maver Multi - Angle lock is an 
essential accessory for today’s match 
and pleasure angler. Simply position 
the screw thread at the angle required 
and lock in position. Ideal for use with 
rod rests and roosts. The lock can be 
positioned at any angle within 180°, and 
also rotates around 360°. 

Code Product

E295 Windsock Pole Rest

Code Product

J540 Landing Net/Pole Roost

Code Product

J541 Sliding Rest

Code Product

J542 6 Dip Keyhole Roost

Code Product

J543 6 Dip Roost

J545 8 Dip Roost

J546 12 Dip Roost

Code Product

J555 Bait Riddle

V ROLLERS
Soft green rubber roller with rippled surface. Moulded spreader 
block and brass thread. Available in 3 sizes: 10cm, 15cm and 
25cm. 

Code Product

J550 V Roller 10cm

J551 V Roller 15cm

J552 V Roller 25cm

Code Product

J544 Quiver Rest

Code Product

J548 Precision Feeder Rest

Code Product

J516 4 Dip Quiver Rest

Code Product

J511 Standard Rest

Code Product

J510 Tulip Rest

Code Product

J580 Multi-Angle Lock
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POLE ROLLERS

Strong frame with folding and fully adjustable legs. The extra 
large padded rollers makes shipping easier. The roller and 
tripod are supplied in a strong bag that can be attached to 
a netbag or holdall. Fully adjustable and extendable legs 
with locking side screws and pointed legs for extra stability. 
Removable rollers for easy storage, and hook at base of roller 
for attaching extra weight in windy conditions.

Lightweight but strong. This 4 leg roller has adjustable legs with 
pointed feet for stabilising. Snap lock telescopic legs. long flat 
roller with two end upright rollers which lift up and fold down. 
Strong moulded frame. All folds down flat in a neat printed 
carry case.

Green EVA top with 10 dips. Metal frame with 4 fully 
adjustable telescopic legs with points for extra stability. 
Snap lock adjustable legs. All packaged in its own quality 
carry case. 

MATCH THIS 4 LEG
FREE STANDING POLE ROOST

‘V’ POLE ROLLER

MATCH THIS 4 LEG
FOLDING ROLLER

Code Model RRP

L180 MT 40cm 4 Leg Roller £24.99

Code Model RRP

L185 MT Free Standing Roost £22.99

Code Model RRP

L175 V Pole Roller £29.99

NEW FLAT BED ROLLER

Code Model RRP

L195 Flat Bed Roller £39.99

New flat bed competition roller, with twin rollers for breaking 
down twice. The large size makes shipping easier. The strong, 
sturdy four leg frame is fully height adjustable making this a 
very versatile roller. All packaged in its own quality carry case.

19” (48cms.) long roller with adjustable 
locking legs. Weighs just 1 kilo.

Ripple roller helps prevent sections 
blowing out, larger rollers allow easier 
rolling. Available in two sizes. 

Large roller with built-in 3 position tilt.

The bottom of this roller is fixed, but the 
top part of the rollers are adjustable so 
that the pole doesn’t blow off the roller.

A specially designed roller that 
fits onto the Mega Hulk Roller to 
give an added option when there 
is limited room behind the angler 
to unship or store pole sections. 

Combined roller used as a back 
roller or rest. 

Fits directly onto box leg systems 
to support the pole whilst feeding.

SEYMO 4 LEG POLE ROLLER

NEW DELUXE RIPPLE ROLLER

DELUXE RIPPLE ROLLER  
WITH TILT

WIND BEATER ROLLER

‘H’ SHAPE POLE ROLLER UNDER/OVER  
POLE ROLLER

TEE ROLLER

FRONT/REAR ROLLER

Large Hi-Vis coloured pole roller mounted 
onto a very firm tripod. Extending legs 
and centre arm give lots of height 
options - min height 50cm, max 130cm.

SEYMO HULK POLE ROLLER

Code RRP

L141 £29.99

Code RRP

L140 £25.00

Code Size RRP

J179 Small £5.99

J175 Large £9.00

Code RRP

J176 £9.99

Code RRP

J188 £15.00

8” long competition pole roller 
with one central fitting. 

Code RRP

J178 £11.99

Code RRP

J189 £14.99

Code RRP

J177 £7.75

Code RRP

J187 £19.95
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TROLLEY
& UMBRELLAS

Perfect for the match angler. This is totally different to 
conventional umbrellas due to the two unique pole vents and 
two tilt options. The pole vent enables the angler to ship the 
pole back through the vents whilst still having total protection 
and cover from the rain. The unique two-tilt system and 2ft 
removable extension enables the umbrella to fit flush with the 
ground, protecting the angler from strong side winds. Superb 
value for money.
     • 7 panel shelter with pole vents • Alloy centre pole  
 • Dual Tilt • PU coated nylon with welded sealed seams 
     • Attractive Maver logo • Fitted ‘D’ ring anchor points

POLE SHIPPER 

Code Model RRP

S352 50” Pole Shipper £49.95

PU coated umbrella that offers total protection. Centre pole 
unscrews allowing maximum space under umbrella. Fully 
sealed and supplied with ‘D’ rings for ground support. The 
unique two-tilt system and 2ft removable extension enables the 
umbrella to fit flush with the ground, protecting the angler from 
strong side winds.
     • Wide backed umbrella  • Alloy centre pole 
 • Complete with carry case • Dual Tilt   
 • PU coated nylon with welded sealed seams 
     • Attractive Maver logo • Fitted ‘D’ ring anchor points 

SYSTEM UMBRELLA

Code Model RRP

S353 50” System Umbrella £55.95

PU Coated umbrella that offers excellent protection. The 
wide back allows maximum space under the canopy. Fully 
sealed heat welded seams and made from a super heavy-duty 
rubberised material. Supplied with ‘D’ rings for extra ground 
support. Comes complete with storm cap swivels. Very robust 
and ideal for competition or carp fishing.
     • Alloy centre pole • Multi Tilt Action  
     • PU coated nylon with welded sealed seams
     • Centre pole unscrews and relocates below the canopy to  
   give maximum space under the umbrella    

BROLLY-LITE SEAL

Code Model RRP

S354 50” Brolly-lite Seal £49.95

Superb value for money. Incredibly lightweight and robust, due 
to the PU coating. The tilt action offers total protection from 
side winds. 
     • Nylon cover with attractive Maver logo • Tilt action
     • Epoxy coated steel centre pole • PU Coated

NYLON UMBRELLA

Code Model RRP

S350 45” Umbrella £24.99

S351 50” Umbrella £29.99

Very robust matchmans trolley with detachable pneumatic 
wheels. Lightweight and well balanced. The extendable arms 
on the base of the trolley enables the angler to accommodate 
most if not all seatboxes. Extendable handle with rubber hand 
grips. Featuring height adjustable and extendable horizontal 
padded ‘L’ bars to lock a seatbox or carryall securely in place. 
The welded ‘O’ rings, for fixing elasticated bungee straps are 
easily accessible, even when the trolley is fully loaded. Comes 
supplied with 2 high quality bungee straps as standard.

Code Model RRP

L450 Deluxe Matchmans Trolley £44.99

NEW DELUXE MATCHMANS TROLLEY

“Strong, lightweight and 
stable - a very clever 
design that really works” 
Denis White

SEE PAGE 55 FOR BAIT BROLLY
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Code Model

J691 13 Comp. Accessory Box

J692 12 Comp. Accessory Box

J693 1 Comp. Accessory Box

J694 4 Comp. Accessory Box

J695 6 Comp. Accessory Box

Code Model RRP

J685 Tackle/Seat Box £24.99

NEW TACKLE/SEAT BOX

Code Model

J696 Groundbait Bucket

J697 Groundbait Bucket & Lid

J698 36cm Groundbait Riddle

Code Model RRP

J670 Large Groundbait Mixer £12.99

NEW LARGE GROUNDBAIT MIXER

NEW GROUNDBAIT BUCKET & RIDDLE

NEW ACCESSORY BOXES

ACCESSORY BOXES & BUCKETS

A new range of handy accessory boxes, all manufactured 
from durable lightweight plastic, available in various sizes and 
configurations.

Dimensions:
J691: 210 x 107 x 45mm
J692: 245 x 165 x 40mm
J693/J694/J695: 91 x 66 x 21mm.

J691 J692

J693
J694J695

A new tackle/seatbox manufactured from durable lightweight 
polypropylene. Supplied with a removable tray and internal 
partitions. Robust hinges and quick release front clips. Folding 
carry handle that stores flat into the comfortable shaped seat.
Measures 420 x 287 x 338mm.

New high quality groundbait mixer, with flat base ideal for getting 
into all corners. An absolute must for the serious angler who 
mixes large quantities of groundbait. Excellent value.

A new range of groundbait bucket, lid and riddle. High quality 
18 litre bucket with strong carry handle. Perfect for mixing large 
quantities of groundbait. 

Code Model RRP

J684 6 Tier Accessory Box £26.99

NEW 6 TIER ACCESSORY BOX
New accessory box, with 6 shelves divided into 20 separate 
compartments with 4 adjustable divisions. Manufactured from 
strong yet lightweight polypropylene with quick release front 
clips and folding handle. Dimensions 420 x 282 x 253mm.

Code Model RRP

J683 4 Tier Accessory Box £22.99

NEW 4 TIER ACCESSORY BOX
Manufactured from strong yet lightweight polypropylene, this 
new accessory box has 4 shelves divided into 14 separate 
compartments. Quick release front clips and folding handle. 
Dimensions 460 x 282 x 221mm.

Code Model RRP

J680 2 Tier Box £11.99

J681 3 Tier Box £14.99

J682 3 Tier Box Large £17.99

NEW ACCESSORY BOXES
A new range of multi-functional accessory boxes. Suitable for all 
aspects of angling. With folding handles and positive front clasps.
Dimensions:
J680:  336 x 198 x 165mm (10 divisions)
J681: 370 x 222 x 197mm (17 divisions)
J682: 396 x 235 x 203mm (20 divisions)

Code Model

J688 Float Tube 38mm

J689 Float Tube 45mm

J690 Float Tube 65mm

Code Model

J686 Small Float Box 

J687 Large Float Box

NEW CYLINDRICAL FLOAT TUBES
A new set of innovative float tubes, all fully telescopic due to the 
clever locking system. Available in three dimaters: 38mm, 45mm 
and 65mm. 

NEW FLOAT BOXES
Two neat float boxes, manufactured from durable lightweight 
polypropylene. Featuring two locking clasps, available in two 
lengths: 387mm and 310mm. (width 105mm, depth 40mm). 
Larger size ideal for big commercial wagglers.

J682

J680

J681




